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Abstract 

This study investigates the allocation of CO2-emissions on trip level in routing transportation. More 

specific, two different routing transportation situations are discerned: a situation with approximately full 

data availability and a situation with limited data availability. We design a solution for the transportation 

situation with full data availability. In addition, we provide useful insights into the process that 

eventually leads to the allocation of CO2-emissions and the sensitivity of important input parameters. 

For the situation with limited data availability, we explore possible solutions using multiple linear 

regression analysis. This leads to valuable insights into the problem that can be used as input for further 

research on this topic.  
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Management Summary 

The allocation of CO2-emissions in routing transportation is far from trivial. Routing transportation is a 

transportation situation in which multiple customers are serviced using one transportation vehicle in the 

road transportation modality, and in which there are common, non-separable CO2-emissions. Two 

examples of routing transportation situations are shown below. In this type of transportation, it is not 

straightforward to say which customer is responsible for which part of the emitted CO2. 

 

We develop a solution to the problem of allocating CO2-emissions on trip level in routing transportation. 

More specific, two different situations in which this problem can occur are investigated: a situation with 

approximately full data availability (scope 1 transportation) and a situation with limited data availability 

(scope 3 transportation). 

Scope 1 Transportation 

In a situation with approximately full data availability the entire trip plan executed by the LSP can be 

reconstructed. This concerns a Logistics Service Provider (LSP) using its own fleet of trucks to transport 

the freight of multiple customers. The amount of CO2 emitted can be determined using an energy-based 

or activity-based CO2 calculation model. We used an activity based model because it was not possible to 

collect reliable fuel consumption data on trip level, which is necessary input for an energy-based model. 

Before starting the actual allocation of CO2-emissions, it first is important to define the allocation criteria 

which the allocation should preferably meet. In this study, both criteria from a more practical point of 

view and literature-based fairness conditions are used. The practical criteria used are that an allocation 

must be rational and understandable and, furthermore, trigger customers to place consolidated orders. 

The fairness conditions used are that customers are not allocated more emissions than they would emit 

when transporting their goods individually (individual rationality); that customers are at least allocated 

their marginal contribution to the trip (marginality); that all CO2 emitted on a trip is allocated to 

customers (efficiency); and that no customer has a negative allocation (kick-back). 

Based on a comparison of four different allocation methods we selected the IR1-method to allocate CO2-

emissions. The IR1-method allocates emissions purely based on the individual rationality of a shipment 

compared to the individual rationality of the other shipments serviced on the trip. The main advantages 

of the IR1-method compared to the other methods is that the IR1-method scores well on both 

rationality and understandability and that it clearly triggers customers to place consolidated orders. 
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Furthermore, the allocation method is easy to apply for LSPs because only little modification of the 

initial data present is necessary (the individual rationality needs to be determined). So, from a general 

perspective, we showed that relatively simple allocation methods can lead to a fair and well applicable 

allocation of CO2-emissions in routing transportation. 

The currently applied method by the LSP, that allocates emissions based on the product of the origin-

destination distance and the order quantity of the shipments serviced on a trip, clearly leads to a less 

favorable allocation result. The main reason for this is that the origin-destination distance and the order 

quantity have an equal impact on the allocation in this method, while in reality the origin-destination 

distance has a larger impact on the total trip emission than the order quantity. 

We found that the estimation of the CO2-emissions and the allocation are both insensitive to errors in 

the estimation of shipment quantities. The difference in change in total emissions between a negative 

and a positive change in shipment quantities indicates that for this LSP the load capacity utilization of 

the trucks is high in the base scenario on phases of the trip on which load is carried. Because the results 

are insensitive to the estimation of shipment quantities, the obtained results are reliable and applicable 

in real-life situations. 

 

With respect to trip distance estimation, we found that the largest differences between the distance 

estimation used in this study (based on four-digit zip codes in the Netherlands) and the planned distance 

determined by the LSP (based on the exact address) occur for short trips. This is something that LSPs 

should keep in mind when applying similar distance estimations as applied in this study. 

 # Trips  
(% of total) 

Average Deviation (%) 

Estimated Distance = 0 2.05 100,00 

Planned Distance < 10 km 0.86 76,59 

10 km <= Planned Distance < 50 km 5.55 35,63 

50 km <= Planned Distance < 100 km 7.52 6,49 

100 km <= Planned Distance < 250 km 34.99 4,97 

Planned Distance >= 250 km 49.03 3,33 
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Scope 3 Transportation 

In a situation with limited data availability there is no information about the other customers serviced 

on the same trip and, therefore, it is not possible to reconstruct the trip. This concerns transportation 

executed by an external carrier. 

We showed that by solely using the limited data available, no accurate prediction of the allocated CO2-

emissions can be made using multiple linear regression analysis. In addition, the obtained prediction 

does not lead to an improvement compared to current practices of allocating CO2-emissions in activity-

based calculation models. As current practices, the NTM calculation method and the GHG calculation 

method with fuel consumption figures from STREAM were used. The reference model used is the 

allocation model used to allocate emissions in scope 1 transportation. 

Scenario: MPE σMPE MAPE σMAPE 

Current practice - NTM 14.8 47.2 38.8 30.7 
Current practice - GHG/STREAM 15.5 46.1 38.0 30.2 

Regression Model -22.8 62.0 44.3 49.0 

However, we also showed that the current practice of allocating CO2-emissions leads to an inaccurate 

prediction of the allocated CO2-emissions. This implies that the allocation of CO2-emissions in routing 

transportation remains an important topic in improving the accuracy of activity-based CO2 calculation 

models. In order to improve the accuracy of the prediction, companies most likely need to collaborate 

with the external carriers to either obtain data necessary to increase the accuracy of the prediction or to 

come to an agreement in which external carriers determine and communicate the allocated CO2-

emissions for that company so that the company does not need to make a prediction. Considering the 

first option, we found that by collecting only little additional data, we added the number of shipments 

serviced on a trip to the regression model, it is possible to already greatly improve the accuracy of the 

prediction compared to current practices. 

Scenario: MPE σMPE MAPE σMAPE 

Current practice - NTM 13.12 37.95 31.87 24.43 

Current practice - GHG/STREAM 16.33 35.93 31.33 24.00 

Regr. Model + Additional Info -1.93 20.83 15.04 15.04 

Recommendations 

The LSP is advised to adopt the IR1 allocation method and implement it for all its depots in The 

Netherlands. Furthermore, the LSP should explore the possibilities to improve the distance estimation 

so that the distance estimations become reliable for both short and long trips. Considering allocating 

CO2-emissions in a situation with limited data availability, the LSP is advised to cooperate with external 

carriers to determine a time-efficient way to accurately predict the amount of CO2 emitted by the 

external carrier for the shipment requests placed by the LSP. 
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1. Introduction 

This study investigates the allocation of CO2-emissions in routing transportation from the perspective of 

a logistics service provider (LSP). Routing transportation is a common transportation type for LSPs in 

which they consolidate orders of different customers in order to increase the efficiency of their 

transportation network. Furthermore, routing transportation produces common, non-separable CO2-

emissions for which it is not straightforward to say which customer is responsible for which part of these 

CO2-emissions. This makes the allocation of CO2-emissions to different customers a complex task. The 

aim of this study is to design a solution for the allocation problem which can be used by LSPs to allocate 

their CO2-emissions to their different customers. In the remainder of this chapter the allocation problem 

is described. Furthermore, we discuss why it is important to study the allocation of CO2-emissions more 

extensively and what the contribution of this study is to the currently available literature. 

1.1. Problem Description 

Like any other organization, LSPs are more and more triggered to include sustainable thinking into their 

businesses. At this moment, the largest forces triggering LSPs to do this, are the customers requesting 

insight into the Greenhouse Gas (GHG)-emissions (mostly only CO2-emissions) resulting from the orders 

they place and research that shows that sustainable thinking can go hand in hand with economical 

benefits. This last force causes sustainability to become a decision variable in operational, tactical, and 

strategic decision making. 

The most likely reason why customers want insight into the amount of CO2 emitted resulting from the 

orders they place is that they want to include these emissions in their own CO2 reporting. In addition, 

customers of LSPs may be willing to offset their CO2-emissions. A company offsets its CO2-emissions 

when it realizes a CO2 reduction elsewhere (e.g. in third-world countries) in order to compensate for the 

CO2 emitted by its own activities. Companies may be active in offsetting because they fall under the 

European trading scheme (ETS), a regulation in which the European Union (EU) annually determines the 

emission rights for its member states (EU, 2012). Subsequently, the member states divide the emission 

rights among companies active in the industries falling under the ETS. Companies are allowed to trade 

emission rights in order to increase or decrease the total amount of GHG-emissions they are allowed to 

emit. Another reason may be that companies voluntarily want to compensate their CO2-emissions. For 

companies active in offsetting, it is important that they have a clear view of the CO2-emissions resulting 

from their activities as it may be a costly activity.  

Customers wanting insight into the amount of CO2 emitted resulting from the orders they place can 

either estimate the emissions themselves or contact the LSP in order to let them determine and 

communicate the emissions. From the LSP’s customers’ point of view, the latter option is preferable 

because it will result in a better determination of CO2-emissions as it is based on the full data availability 

of the LSP. Furthermore, it will save the LSP’s customer the resources it would have needed to estimate 

the emissions by itself. 
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From the LSP’s point of view, the allocation of CO2-emissions to customers can be used to trigger 

customers to change their order behavior. It is namely preferable that customers place larger orders 

(most preferable full truck loads (FTL)). An advantage of larger orders is that the need to consolidate is 

smaller for these orders. So, when consolidation is not possible, the costs (and also the CO2-emissions) 

per volume transported is lower for larger orders compared to smaller orders. In addition, mostly profits 

earned on FTL trips are higher compared to consolidated trips. This implies that LSPs want to trigger 

their customers to place larger orders. By allocating customers placing larger orders a lower amount of 

CO2 per volume transported compared to similar smaller orders, a CO2-allocation method can help LSPs 

in triggering their customers to place larger orders. Therefore, investigating the allocation of CO2-

emissions can directly aid the LSP, which provides another reason to perform this study. 

LSPs willing to allocate CO2-emissions to customers are forced to develop a CO2-calculation and 

reporting structure to be able to accurately measure the amount of CO2 emitted resulting from their 

businesses. For this the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (2004) developed a 

corporate accounting and reporting standard in which emissions are categorized in three scopes (Figure 

1). Scope 1 emissions comprise all emissions directly emitted by company-owned assets, like for 

example emissions caused by company-owned vehicles. Scope 2 emissions comprise indirectly emitted 

emissions caused by electricity purchased for company-owned assets. Scope 3 emissions comprise 

indirectly emitted emissions caused by the activities of the company but emitted by other companies. 

Examples of scope 3 emissions are emissions from the production of purchased materials and the use of 

external carriers for transportation. In this study, only CO2 emissions directly resulting from the fuel 

used for transportation activities are included. So, this can be considered either scope 1 emissions 

(when an own fleet is considered) or scope 3 emissions (when transportation is outsourced to an 

external carrier). The largest difference between scope 1 and scope 3 emissions is that in determining 

scope 3 emissions generally much less information regarding the transportation activities is available 

than in determining scope 1 emissions. Because transportation using the own fleet and transportation 

using external carriers is both frequently applied at LSPs, both situations will be investigated in this 

study. 
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Figure 1: Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions as defined by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development 

Considering the emissions resulting from transportation activities, scope 1 emissions can often be 

determined using an energy-based CO2-calculation model (at least on an aggregate level). An energy-

based CO2-calculation model determines emissions based on the amount of fuel used during 

transportation. This leads to the exact amount of CO2 emitted resulting from these activities. As no 

actual fuel consumption figures are available, scope 3 emissions need to be determined using an 

activity-based model. This type of models uses information (like locations, truck information, and order 

sizes) about the transportation activity to estimate the amount of CO2 emitted. Different activity-based 

CO2-calculation models have been developed: Artemis, EcoTransit, Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG 

protocol), NTM, and STREAM (van den Akker et al., 2009). In this study, the NTM-model is used because 

NTM explicitly takes the load capacity utilization into account and provides estimates for parameters for 

which no data can be found (van den Akker et al., 2009). 

One of the first problems LSPs face when developing a CO2-calculation and reporting structure is that 

they need to include routing transportation into the calculation. In this study, routing transportation is 

defined as a transportation situation in which multiple customers are serviced using one transportation 

vehicle in the road transportation modality, and in which there are common, non-separable CO2-

emissions. Two examples of routing transportation are shown in Figure 2. Routing transportation can 

occur both in scope 1 and scope 3 emissions. The common, non-separable CO2-emissions need to be 

allocated among the customers serviced on the trip, which is a complex task. Furthermore, routing 

transportation is a transportation type frequently used by LSPs. Therefore, for these routing 
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transportation situations, it is important to study how the CO2-emissions can best be allocated, both for 

scope 1 and scope 3 emissions. This is exactly the purpose of this study. 

 

 

Figure 2: Examples Routing Situations 

The allocation of CO2-emissions in routing transportation has not been studied before. The aim of this 

study is to fill this knowledge gap. A field of study in which similar problems are investigated is cost 

allocation in routing transportation. In cost allocation, also multiple customers are serviced on a single 

trip using a single truck in order to realize consolidation benefits. In addition, it is also desirable to divide 

common, non separable costs/emissions among the different customers serviced on the trip. Therefore, 

literature about cost allocation in routing situations is used as input in this study. 

In a literature review, Leenders (2011) concludes that before a CO2-allocation method can be developed, 

it is important to first characterize the routing transportation situation under consideration and to 

identify the criteria the allocation should preferably meet. This conclusion can be confirmed using cost 

allocation literature, in which has been argued that a cost allocation method can better be developed by 

starting with discussing different fairness conditions (customer requirements) instead of comparing 

different cost allocation methods (cf. Engevall, 1996). By using different fairness conditions as a basis for 

the allocation, a set of feasible solutions can be obtained. This set can serve as a requirement in 

assessing different allocation methods 

After the specification of the routing transportation situation and the constraints of the allocation, an 

allocation method needs to be developed. In cost allocation literature, a distinction is made between 

travelling salesman problems (TSPs) and vehicle routing problems (VRPs). Cost allocation in TSPs decides 

on the division of the total costs of a trip among the players serviced on the trip (Engevall, 1996). Cost 

allocation in VRPs decides on the division of the total costs of servicing a set of customers from a depot 

using a fleet of vehicles (Engevall, 1996).  So, cost allocation in TSPs allocates costs on a trip level while 

cost allocation in VRPs allocates costs on a more aggregate level. In this study, CO2-allocations are done 

on trip level. So this concerns cost allocation in TSPs. It must be noted that TSPs and VRPs often include 

route optimization before allocating costs to different customers. In this research, the method and 

optimality of determining truck routes is the method used at a LSP in practice. This means that route 

optimization is not guaranteed. Therefore, this study can provide useful insights for both CO2 and cost 
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allocation literature. Possible allocation methods are mentioned in Leenders (2011), Engevall et al. 

(1998), and Dror (1990). 

Another field of study related to this study is Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM). Srivastava 

(2007) defines GSCM as: 

 “Integrating environmental thinking into supply-chain management, including product design, material 

sourcing and selection, manufacturing processes, delivery of the final product to the consumers as well 

as end-of-life management of the product after its useful life”. 

Concerning transportation, the calculation of CO2-emissions has not been extensively studied in GSCM 

literature (Hoen et al., 2010). However, at Eindhoven University of Technology (Tue), master thesis 

projects concerning this topic have been executed (van den Akker et al., 2009). In these projects, the 

different CO2-calculation methods mentioned before were compared and a calculation model based on 

NTM has been developed. Regarding the allocation of CO2-emissions, these methods do not explicitly 

take routing transportation into account. The allocation of emissions to the goods of a specific customer 

is done based on the load capacity utilized by the goods and the amount of CO2 emitted on direct 

transportation between the origin and destination of the goods. However, the route of the vehicle 

transporting the goods is not taken into account. This while in many situation (e.g. parcel, less-than-

truckload (LTL)) goods are consilidated with other goods to increase the load capacity utilization of the 

vehicle and, therefore, the vehicle does not directly travel from the origin to the destination of the 

goods of a specific customer. Therefore, this study will contribute to the existing literature by 

investigating the allocation of CO2-emissions in routing transportation, hereby increasing the accuracy of 

CO2-calculation models. Obviously, the larger the part of the total transportation of a customer’s goods 

is performed in routing transportation, the more important it becomes to explicitly take into account 

routing transportation into CO2-calculations.  

So, the aim is to study the allocation of CO2-emissions in routing transportation in real-life applications. 

This implies that this study requires input of real-life data and it is therefore desirable to conduct this 

study at a large LSP for which routing transportation covers an important part of its activities. 

1.2. Company Description 

This study is performed at Kuehne + Nagel Logistics BV (hereafter referred to as Kuehne + Nagel), which 

is the in the Netherlands located part of the Kuehne + Nagel group. The Kuehne + Nagel group is one the 

world’s leading LSPs located in over 100 countries with over 60,000 employees. Kuehne + Nagel 

Netherlands operates from 27 locations with around 2500 employees. Its activities are divided into four 

business units (BUs): Airfreight, Seafreight, Overland, and Contract Logistics. 

This study focuses on the truck transportation arranged in the Contract Logistics BU. Here, Kuehne + 

Nagel uses both an own fleet of trucks and external carriers. This means that both types of routing 

transportation (in scope 1 and scope 3 emissions) are of importance. Considering transportation using 

the own truck fleet, Kuehne + Nagel’s network is characterized by a large variety in order size: from 

small orders (less than a pallet) to LTL orders to FTL orders. This implies that a large part of the trips are 
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executed using routing transportation and, therefore, the allocation of CO2-emissions is a vital part of 

calculating and reporting CO2-emissions for this network. 

The situation in which this study is performed is different than a parcel network or a complete LTL 

network. However, because there is an overlap between the situation under study and other, frequently 

used network types, the results obtained from this study can provide insight in the allocation of CO2-

emissions in other network types. For LSPs operating a similar network to the one investigated in this 

study, the results of this study can provide insights and guidance in including the allocation of CO2-

emissions in their own CO2-calculation and reporting structure. 

The most important difference between truck transportation using the own fleet of trucks (scope 1 

emissions) and truck transportation using external carriers (scope 3 emissions), is that there is a large 

difference in data availability between both situations. At Kuehne + Nagel, and most likely also at other 

LSPs, truck transportation using the own fleet of trucks can be characterized as a situation with full data 

availability. This means that information is available about the load capacity utilization of the truck, the 

exact route used on a trip, and specifications about the vehicle used on the trip. In truck transportation 

using external carriers, generally only information about the load capacity utilized by the own goods and 

the origin and destination of the own goods transported is known. In this study, this difference in 

information availability will be taken into account when analyzing the allocation of CO2-emissions in 

scope 1 and scope 3 emissions. 

1.3. Project Outline 

Summarizing, this study contributes to the currently available literature by investigating the allocation of 

CO2-emissions in both scope 1 and scope 3 CO2-emission determination. This will lead to a more 

accurate determination of the CO2-emissions resulting from the orders placed by a specific customer. In 

addition, this study contributes by taking into account a real-life situation with no routing optimization, 

therefore including inefficiencies often undermined in optimal routing networks. Therefore, the results 

obtained in this study may contribute to both the allocation of CO2-emissions and costs in routing 

transportation. 

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. In chapter 2, the research design is discussed and 

the research questions by which this study is led are defined. In chapter 3, the first research question: 

the allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation of full data availability is discussed. In chapter 4, the 

second research question: the allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation of limited data availability, is 

discussed. Finally, chapter 5 presents the conclusions that can be drawn from this study, the 

recommendations for LSPs, and interesting directions for further research.  
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2. Research Design 

From the problem description discussed in the previous chapter, a formal problem definition can be 

formulated and, subsequently, research questions can be defined. 

2.1. Problem Definition 

Before stating the problem definition, it is important to explain the difference between a trip and a 

route. In this study, a trip is defined as a transportation activity from an origin to a destination including 

different stops and a route. In this study, a route is defined as the exact order in which the locations 

(origin, destinations and stops) included in a trip are visited. 

The problem of allocating CO2-emissions in routing transportation is defined as follows: 

 

2.2. Research Questions 

In this study, the following main research questions will be used: 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, this study investigates the allocation of CO2-emissions in two 

different situations, in scope 1 and scope 3 emissions. As there is a large difference in data availability 

between both situations, it is most likely that a different approach is required in each of the two 

situations. This leads to the following sub-questions: 

How to allocate CO2-emissions to a specific shipment in a traveling salesman problem 

considering a real-life routing transportation network? 

Within routing transportation, it cannot directly be determined which part of the total CO2 emitted 

on a trip is caused by the goods ordered by a specific customer serviced on that trip. 

In addition, LSPs experience differences in the level of detail of information availability in different 

routing transportation situations. More specifically, in some situations, no information is available 

about: 

 The exact location of the largest part of the customers serviced on the trip. 

 The route used on the trip. 

 The exact specifications of the transport vehicle used. 

 The value of and the change in load factor of the transport vehicle used along the route. 

This lack of information availability creates additional complexities in determining the total CO2 

emitted in routing transportation and the allocation of these emissions to the customers serviced 

on the trip. 
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2.3. Research Scope 

The scope of this research includes any kind of routing transportation occurring in Kuehne + Nagel’s 

Contract Logistics BU. The allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation with full data availability will 

completely be based on data from Kuehne + Nagel’s own truck fleet. The allocation of CO2-emissions in a 

situation with limited data availability will be based on the results obtained from the allocation of CO2-

emissions in a situation with full data availability as it is both difficult and time-consuming to obtain data 

from external carriers, especially because they might be direct competitors of Kuehne + Nagel. This 

implies that the allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation with limited data availability is investigated in 

the same type of network as the situation with full data availability. 

Finally, only CO2-emissions are included in this study. This means that other GHGs like CH4 and N2O are 

not included. This is decided because CO2 is the GHG that currently, by far, receives the most attention, 

both from governments and from Kuehne + Nagel’s customers. 

2.4. Research Approach 

The research model used as a guideline in this research is shown in Figure 3 and developed by Mitroff et 

al. (cf. Bertrand & Fransoo, 2002). For the allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation with full data 

availability, all four phases (conceptualization, modeling, model solving, and implementation) will be 

followed. For the allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation with limited data availability, at least the 

conceptualization, modeling, and validation will be executed. 

 

Figure 3: Research Model 

  

1. How to allocate CO2-emissions to a specific shipment in a traveling salesman problem 

considering a real-life routing transportation network when all data is available? 

2. How to allocate CO2-emissions to a specific shipment in a traveling salesman problem 

considering a real-life routing transportation network when limited data is available? 
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3. Allocating CO2-emissions in Scope 1 Transportation 

This chapter will discuss sub-question 1: the allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation of full data 

availability. To come to an allocation on trip level, the first step is to determine the amount of CO2 

emitted on the trip. This is discussed in section 3.1. The next step is to define the criteria which the 

allocation method should meet. These are defined in section 3.2. In section 3.3., the different allocation 

methods compared in this study are defined. In section 3.4., the results obtained from applying the 

allocation methods on real-life data are discussed and the best performing allocation method is chosen. 

3.1. Data Collection 

Data needed for the CO2-calculations is obtained from Kuehne + Nagel’s information systems. These 

information systems contain detailed information about all trips executed by Kuehne + Nagel’s trucks. 

As mentioned in chapter 1, it is preferable to use an energy-based calculation model to determine trip 

level CO2-emissions. At Kuehne + Nagel, all own trucks are equipped with a board computer that is 

connected to a CAN (Controller Area Network) bus system. This enables Kuehne + Nagel to extract data 

about the fuel consumption from each truck and therefore, in theory, to exactly determine the amount 

of fuel used on a specific trip. In this study, fuel consumption figures obtained from the board computer 

were compared to the invoices Kuehne + Nagel receives from the fuel supplier. It has been found that 

these two different data sources are inconsistent with each other. By assuming that the fuel supplier 

invoices the correct amount of used fuel, this implies that it is not reliable to use board computer data 

to determine trip level CO2-emissions in this study. Therefore, it is not possible to use an energy-based 

CO2-calculation model. A more detailed discussion on the differences between the board computer and 

fuel supplier fuel consumption data is provided in Appendix A. 

As it not possible to use an energy-based CO2-calculation model, an activity-based model needs to be 

used. As mentioned in chapter 1, in this study the NTM CO2-calculation method is used. Using the 

parameters as defined in Table 1, CO2-emissions are calculated using (NTM, 2010): 

                                    
      

  
                                  (1) 

        
    
                                                                                                           (2) 
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Variable Description 

ct Capacity of the truck used in  trip t (CHEP pallets) 

di,i+1 Estimated distance from stop i to stop i+1 (km) 

Et Total CO2 emitted in trip t (kg CO2) 

et,i CO2 emitted on the phase starting on stop i in trip t (kg CO2) 

ef Emission factor of diesel (kg CO2/L) 

fct,e Fuel consumption of the truck used in trip t when it is empty (L/km) 

fct,f Fuel consumption of the truck used in trip t when it is full (L/km) 

Nt Set of stops in trip t 

qi,i+1 Load carried from stop i to stop i+1 (CHEP pallets) 

T Set of trips 

Tf Terrain factor 

Table 1: Parameters CO2-calculations 

As can be seen in equation (1), the amount of CO2 emitted on a phase of a trip is the product of the 

emission factor, the phase distance, the fuel consumption rate of the truck given the load capacity 

utilization on the specific phase, and the terrain factor. The emission factor used is the emission factor 

for Diesel which is 2.614 kg CO2 per liter of Diesel (NTM, 2010). As most of the transportation is 

executed within the Netherlands, the terrain factor is set for a flat country which means no correction or 

a value of 1 (NTM, 2010). As can be seen in Table 1, loads are measured in CHEP-pallets. A CHEP-pallet is 

a pallet of 1 x 1.2 squared-meters. CHEP-pallets are used as unit of measure because Kuehne + Nagel 

also uses CHEP-pallets as unit of measure to communicate between the different information systems 

used in the routing process. The consequence of using CHEP-equivalents as unit of measure is that the 

CO2-calculations will be an overestimation of the actual CO2 emitted, because the weight of goods is the 

real cause of CO2-emissions and a full truck based on pallets does not necessarily imply a full truck based 

on weight. 

Distance Estimation 

Phase lengths are estimated using Microsoft MapPoint (Microsoft MapPoint, 2011). For this, location 

data needs to be uploaded into the program. After some experimentation with the program, it is 

decided to use four-digit zip codes for Dutch addresses. For addresses outside the Netherlands, the 

complete zip code number is used. Four-digit zip codes are used because the program is not able to read 

all six characters of a Dutch zip code. So in order to increase the level of detail, the street address is 

required. This leads to an increasing amount of unfound locations by the program. In addition, 

increasing the level of detail of the location leads to an increase in calculation time for the distances 

between locations. The consequence of using four-digit zip codes for Dutch addresses is a less accurate 

estimation of the phase lengths. On a trip level, this consequence will, in terms of percentage, have the 

largest impact on short trips.  

How large this deviation is, can be investigated by comparing the estimated trip distances determined 

using Microsoft MapPoint with the planned distances determined by Kuehne + Nagel. Planned distances 

are estimated using the street address and, therefore, more precise than the estimation using Microsoft 
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MapPoint. Table 2 shows the average and the standard deviation of the absolute value of the deviation 

of the estimated from the planned distance. The dataset is categorized based on the planned distance. 

Because the shipments for which the estimated distance is 0 present a special case, these shipments are 

categorized in a separate category. 

Table 2 confirms that on average the more inaccurate estimation of distances has the largest impact on 

short trips. However, when looking at the trips on a more detailed level, it can be noticed that 

occasionally there is a large difference between planned and estimated distances on longer trips. For 

some of these trips, the estimation was checked using Google Maps (Google Maps, 2011). Using Google 

Maps, approximately the same distances as the estimated distances were obtained, indicating that given 

the trip information obtained from Kuehne + Nagel’s information systems the estimation is done 

correctly. This implies that for these trips the data given is incorrect and the trip is different than as 

presented in Kuehne + Nagel’s information systems. 

Because the estimation given the trip data is correct, it is not necessary to exclude these trips from the 

allocation for the purposes of this part of this study. However, when implemented, it has to be 

investigated what causes these large deviations so that corrective actions can be taken. Otherwise, 

customers will be allocated CO2-emissions based on a trip that is significantly different than the actual 

trip executed to transport their goods. 

 # Trips  
(% of total) 

Average Absolute 
Deviation (%) 

St. Dev. 
Deviation (% points) 

Estimated Distance = 0 2.05 100,00 0,00 

Planned Distance < 10 km 0.86 76,59 31,99 

10 km <= Planned Distance < 50 km 5.55 35.63 44,46 

50 km <= Planned Distance < 100 km 7.52 6.49 6,23 

100 km <= Planned Distance < 250 km 34.99 4,97 8,19 

Planned Distance >= 250 km 49.03 3,33 5,77 

Table 2: Deviation Estimated from Planned Distances 

Shipment Quantities 

In order to determine the load carried on the different phases of the trip (qi,i+1), shipment quantities 

need to be determined. A shipment is defined as a set of goods ordered by a specific customer that 

needs to be transported from a specific origin to a specific destination. So, a complete order placed by a 

customer may comprise multiple shipments. As not all shipments are invoiced based on the amount of 

CHEP-equivalents transported, shipment quantities may need to be estimated. This estimation is done 

based on the invoices sent to customers and the estimated shipment quantities (in volume, weight 

and/or CHEP-pallets) that Kuehne + Nagel uses in their Transport Management System (TMS). Because 

invoices are send based on different units of measures, a conversion factor is needed for every unit of 

measure. The conversion factors used are the regular conversion factors used at Kuehne + Nagel for a 

standard truck with 26 CHEP-pallets ground places of capacity and shown in Table 3. 
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Unit of Measure: CHEP-equivalent: 

Big Bag 0.32 

Dolly 0.25 

Euro pallet 0.80 

LPR pallet 0.80 

Roll container 0.47 

Volume (m3) 0.46 

Weight (kg) 0.00113 

Table 3: Conversion Factors Regular Truck 

The priority rule used to determine shipment quantities is that if the invoiced quantity is known, this 

quantity is used as shipment quantity. If the invoiced quantity is unknown, the shipment quantity is the 

maximum CHEP-equivalents of the estimated CHEP-pallet, volume, and weight given in the TMS. The 

maximum amount of CHEP-equivalents is chosen because the CHEP-pallet, volume, and weight all are an 

estimate and by using the maximum, the chance of underestimating the actual load is minimized. This is 

consistent with the overestimation resulting from using CHEP-equivalents as unit of measure. If all prior 

information is unknown, the final shipment quantity is assumed to be a full truck load. 

Fuel Consumption Rates 

Finally, fuel consumption rates (      and       in equation (1)) need to be determined. For this, the 

NTM model will be adjusted with information about the average fuel consumption of Kuehne + Nagel’s 

trucks in order to take, on average, situation specific effects like driver behavior and congestion 

automatically into account. 

First, for all trucks the average load capacity utilization is determined using equation (3). In this equation 

lcuv is the average load capacity utilization of truck v, Tv is the set of trips executed by truck v and a 

subset of T. V is the set of trucks. The other parameters are defined in Table 1. As can be seen, the 

equation also takes empty kilometers into account. 

     
         

      

  

    
       

        
    

       

                                                                                (3) 

Next, it is assumed that the average fuel consumption rate of each truck, which is available in Kuehne + 

Nagel’s information system, is the average fuel consumption rate given a load capacity utilization equal 

to the average load capacity utilization for that truck as calculated using equation (3). Ceteris paribus, 

when the average load capacity utilization of a truck increases the average fuel consumption rate of a 

truck should change in the same direction. In addition, it is also assumed that for all trucks, the absolute 

difference between the fuel consumption rate of a full and empty truck equals the absolute difference 

between the fuel consumption rate of a full and empty truck as given by NTM (2010). Trucks are linked 

to a truck type used in NTM by the engine type and truck capacity. In this study, the trucks used are a 

tractor + semi-trailer with a Euro 3 or Euro 5 engine. Finally, for determining fuel consumption rates it is 

assumed that the percentage of the trip driven on motorway, rural road, and urban roads is 85%, 10%, 

and 5% respectively (van den Akker et al., 2009). 
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The final step is to combine the average fuel consumption rate of a truck, the calculated average load 

capacity utilization and the absolute difference in fuel consumption rates between a full and empty 

truck from NTM, to determine the fuel consumption rate of each truck when it is empty and full (      

and       in equation (1)). 

3.2. Allocation Criteria 

Now that the amount of CO2 emitted on a trip is calculated, the next step is to set the allocation criteria. 

Allocation criteria are important because it is complex to assess the performance of an allocation 

method. For a large part, this complexity arises because this assessment is prone to subjectivity. 

Different assessors will have a different view on when an allocation method is performing well. This 

subjectivity occurs because in allocation problems there is no objective function that clearly shows the 

performance of the allocation method (like for example a profit or cost function). The definition of 

allocation criteria can aid in assessing the performance of an allocation method by clearly stating what 

important indicators of a good allocation method are. 

3.2.1. Practical Criteria 

For Kuehne + Nagel, a first criterion is to use an allocation method that is rational, and understandable 

for both its own employees as its customers. Rationality in this situation implies that the parameters 

used in the allocation method and the relationship between these parameters should form a logical 

whole. This means that parameters that influence the amount of CO2 emitted on a trip should be used in 

the allocation method, and that the relative impact of the parameters on the allocation should resemble 

the relative impact of the parameters on the actual CO2-emissions. Understandability means that the 

allocation method should be easy to explain to stakeholders less familiar with CO2-calculations and 

allocations.  

A second criterion is that the allocation method should trigger customers to place larger orders, 

preferably FTL. An advantage of larger orders for Kuehne + Nagel is that the need to consolidate is 

smaller for these orders. So, when consolidation is not possible, the costs (and also the CO2-emissions) 

per volume transported is lower for larger orders compared to smaller orders. In addition, mostly the 

profits for LSPs are higher in FTL trips compared to consolidated trips. So, for example, given that a small 

and a large order are transported on the same trip and given that both orders need to be transported 

from Kuehne + Nagel’s warehouse in Veghel to two customers located on approximately the same 

distance from Veghel, the customer with the larger order should be allocated less CO2-emissions per 

pallet than the customer with the smaller order. Hence, this does not mean that the total CO2-emissions 

allocated to the customer with the large order should be less than the total CO2-emissions allocated to 

the customer with the small order. 

3.2.2. Fairness Conditions 

In his licentiate thesis, Engevall (1996) lists different criteria (fairness conditions) often used to assess 

cost allocation methods. As mentioned before, because the allocation of CO2-emissions in routing 

transportation closely resembles the allocation of costs in routing transportation and because no 
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literature concerning the allocation of CO2-emissions in routing transportation, fairness conditions used 

to assess cost allocation methods in routing transportation are used as a basis for defining additional 

allocation criteria. 

Efficiency Criterion: 

If applied, the efficiency criterion would state that the total amount of CO2 emitted on a trip should be 

allocated among the shipments transported on that trip. With St as the set of customers serviced on trip 

t and ys the amount of CO2 allocated to shipment s, the efficiency criterion becomes: 

          
                                                                                                           (4) 

Considering the allocation of CO2-emissions, a reason to deviate from the efficiency criterion as defined 

in equation (4) could be that a part of the total CO2-emissions of the trip is allocated to the carrier based 

on the fuel efficiency of the truck compared to the best performing truck in the carrier’s fleet or 

compared to an external benchmark truck. This would trigger the carrier to invest in higher truck fuel 

efficiency through, for example, training drivers or invest in new, cleaner trucks. However, a simple 

solution to still use equation (4) as an allocation constraint would be to first allocate a part of the trip 

emissions to the carrier before allocating the remaining CO2-emissions to the shipments serviced on the 

trip. In this research, no CO2-emissions are allocated to the carrier, so the efficiency criterion as defined 

by equation (4) is applied. 

Individual Rationality Criterion: 

If applied, the individual rationality criterion would state that the amount of CO2 allocated to a certain 

shipment should not exceed the amount of CO2 that would be emitted if the customer would transport 

its shipment individually. With irs as the amount of CO2 that would be emitted if the customer would 

transport its shipment individually, the individual rationality criterion for a shipment in trip t becomes: 

                                                                                                                                (5) 

In this equation, the amount of CO2 that would be emitted if the customer would transport its shipment 

individually (irs) is determined by assuming that in that case the customer would still need to use an 

external carrier to transport its shipment. This assumption seems reasonable because Kuehne + Nagel 

has long term contracts with most of its customers, including both storage and transportation of goods. 

Using ds as the distance between the origin and destination of shipment s, qs as the ordered quantity for 

shipment s, dso as the distance between the trip starting location and the origin of shipment s, dse as the 

distance between the destination of shipment s and the trip final location, the parameters defined in 

Table 1, and equation (1): 

                                                   
  

  
                (6) 

If an allocation method performs well on the individual rationality criterion, this implies that the 

customers have no incentive to individually transport their shipments. On the other hand, given the fact 

that Kuehne + Nagel has long term contracts with most of its customers, for most customers the 
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incentive to individually transport shipments is low even though occasionally the individual rationality 

criterion is not met. 

Marginality Criterion: 

If applied, the marginality criterion would state that the amount of CO2 allocated to a certain shipment 

should not be less than the marginal amount of CO2 emitted by including this shipment in the trip 

(Engevall, 1996). The marginal amount of CO2 emitted for a certain shipment s is the difference between 

the amount of CO2 emitted when all shipments are serviced on a trip and the amount of CO2 emitted 

when all shipments except shipment s are serviced on a trip.  

When the total trip distance of a trip servicing all shipments except shipment s is higher than the total 

trip distance of a trip servicing all shipments, also marginalities with a negative value can occur. This 

situation can occur when the longer trip enables the truck to use a motorway instead of a shorter but 

more time-consuming and fuel inefficient combination of rural and urban roads. Because in the CO2-

calculations used the percentage of the trip driven on the motorway, rural roads, and urban roads is 

fixed, only the longer trip distance would be taken into account and the marginality becomes negative. 

In this case, the marginality is set to be zero. With ms as the marginality of shipment s: 

                                                                                                              (7) 

The marginality criterion for a shipment in trip t becomes: 

                                                                                                                              (8) 

It can be shown that when both the marginality criterion and the efficiency criterion are met, the other 

shipments serviced on the trip have no incentive to exclude shipment s from the trip: 

Using equation (7): 

                                                                                                        

If equation (4) and (8) are true: 

           
                                                                                            

                                                                                                                

Then: 

       
           

                                                                                    (9) 

This shows that the total amount of CO2 divided among all shipments except shipment s is smaller in a 

trip servicing all shipments than in a trip servicing all shipment except shipment s. However, considering 

Kuehne + Nagel’s long term contracts with its customers, it can again be argued that the incentive to 

reject the allocation is low even though occasionally the marginality criterion is not met. 

Kick-back criterion: 

If applied, the kick-back criterion would state that none of the shipments serviced on a trip gets a 

negative allocation: 
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                                                                                                                               (10) 

There is no reason to allocate a negative amount of CO2 to one of the shipments serviced on a trip. 

Therefore, the kick-back criterion should be met in all cases. 

3.3. Allocation Methods 

The next step in allocating CO2-emissions in Scope 1 transportation is to decide which allocation 

methods to compare, and to define the mathematical relationships between the parameters used in the 

methods. 

3.3.1. Current Allocation Method 

Within Kuehne + Nagel already a method has been developed that allocates CO2-emissions in routing 

transportation, the WEB-method. Equation (11) shows the allocation function used in this allocation 

method: 

   
     

          

                                                                                                     (11) 

As can been seen, the order quantity and the distance between a shipment’s origin and destination have 

an equal impact on the allocation in the WEB-method. This means that larger orders are not allocated 

less CO2-emissions per pallet compared to smaller orders. So, this allocation method does not trigger 

customers to place larger orders. An advantage of the WEB-method is that it is easy to understand and 

explain to stakeholders less familiar with CO2-calculations and allocations. Furthermore, it takes both a 

distance and order quantity parameter into account which both have an impact on the actual amount of 

CO2 emitted. Considering the allocation constraints, the WEB-method meets both the efficiency and the 

kick-back criterion. 

3.3.2. Additional Allocation Methods 

In Engevall’s licentiate thesis (1996) a number of extensively studied allocation methods are discussed. 

Some of these allocation methods take the marginality of all possible coalitions into account in the 

allocation function. A coalition is defined as a subset of shipments of the grand coalition. The grand 

coalition is defined as the set of all shipments comprised in a trip. Both the grand coalition and a 

coalition cannot be an empty set. Because the number of possible coalitions exponentially grows with 

the number of shipments transported on a trip, calculating the marginality of all possible coalitions is 

only realizable when the number of shipments transported on a trip is small. Unfortunately, considering 

Kuehne + Nagel’s transportation network, this is not always the case. 

τ-value 

One of the allocation methods discussed in Engevall’s licentiate thesis (1996) is the τ-value. Although the 

τ-value also uses all possible coalitions in the allocation function, related alternatives are mentioned that 

are realizable considering Kuehne + Nagel’s transportation network specifications. One of these 

alternatives is the alternative cost avoided method (Engevall, 1996). Using the parameters defined 

earlier in this chapter, the allocation function is: 
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                                                              (12) 

In the alternative cost avoided method, the first step is to allocate each shipment its marginality. The 

remaining CO2-emissions             
 are called the gap (Engevall, 1996). The second step is to 

allocate the gap based on the shipments’ relative realized savings after the first step (      ). The 

term savings is used because        represents the difference between what a customer would be 

emitting if it would individually transport its shipment and what the customer is allocated when using an 

external carrier. So, the shipment with the largest saving is allocated the largest part of the gap. 

By including a shipment’s individual rationality into the allocation function, the order quantity, the 

distance between the origin and destination of the shipment, and the distances between the shipment’s 

origin and destination and the start and end location of the trip are taken into account. In addition, by 

including the marginality into the allocation function, also the location of a customer relative to the 

locations of the other customers serviced on the trip is taken into account. Finally, because a shipment’s 

individual rationality and marginality are determined using the relative impact of the order quantity and 

the distance between the origin and destination of the shipment on the total emissions as defined in the 

emission calculation (equation (1)); this is automatically included in the allocation. Therefore, this 

allocation method will allocate less CO2-emissions per pallet to larger orders compared to similar smaller 

orders because, as from the fuel consumption rate numbers given by NTM (2010) can be seen, the 

distance has a larger impact on the CO2-emissions than the load capacity utilization. 

Considering the allocation constraints, it can be seen that the alternative cost avoided method meets 

the efficiency, marginality, and kick-back criterion as long as the individual rationality of a shipment is 

larger than or equal to its marginality and the gap is positive. When for example the individual 

rationality of all shipments serviced on a trip is smaller than the marginality of the shipments, the 

efficiency and marginality criterion are not necessarily met. This is a scenario existing in Kuehne + 

Nagel’s transportation network. Therefore, the alternative cost avoided method as defined by equation 

(12) needs to be adjusted to guarantee that at least the efficiency and kick-back criterion are always 

met. Therefore the following allocation rule is used: 

                       

        
   

        

            
  

   
        

                                                  (13) 

                          
          

                
            

                

                     
                       

   
            

                

                                                                                                  (14) 

       

                
                 

                      

                     
              (15) 
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In the allocation method as defined by equations (13), (14) and (15), the allocation always meets the 

individual rationality criterion after the first step, in contrast to equation (12), where the allocation 

always meets the marginality criterion after the first step. The reason for this is that Kuehne + Nagel, 

and most probably also other LSPs, in contrast to situations studied in the literature has no optimized 

trip plan. Therefore, there is uncertainty about whether the marginality of a shipment serviced on a 

specific trip would also be the marginality of this shipment in an optimized trip plan. There are namely 

three possible reasons for a shipment to have a high marginality. The first reason is that the customer 

ordering the shipment can have a location which is relatively far away from the other customers 

considering the entire customer profile of the LSP. Second, planning inefficiencies can cause the 

marginality of a shipment to be high. Third, the orders that need to be serviced on a particular day can 

be such that for this particular day the location of the customer ordering the shipment can have a 

location which is relatively far away from the other customers that placed an order on this day. In an 

optimized trip plan, the second reason can be ruled out. Because the individual rationality criterion is 

independent of planning optimization, it is decided to give it a higher priority than the marginality 

criterion. 

The second step is again to allocate the CO2-emissions that remained unallocated after the first step. In 

case for all shipments the individual rationality is smaller than or equal to the marginality and there is 

still a gap left, this gap is allocated based on the shipments’ individual rationality, and, therefore, the 

total amount of CO2 emitted on a trip is allocated based on the individual rationality of the shipments 

serviced on the trip. This means that in this case, and when the total amount of CO2 emitted on a trip is 

smaller than or equal to the sum of the individual rationalities of the shipments serviced on the trip, the 

individual rationality criterion is met for all shipments. In addition, the marginality criterion is met for 

every shipment for which the additional allocated CO2-emissions in the second step are larger than the 

difference between the shipment’s marginality and individual rationality.  

In the case where not for all shipments the individual rationality is smaller than or equal to the 

marginality, the gap is allocated in the same way as in equation (12) except when the gap is negative or 

when for a shipment the individual rationality is larger than the marginality. 

In case the gap is negative (equation (14)), too many emissions were allocated during the first step. 

Therefore, in this case, the overshoot is subtracted based on the allocated emissions in the first step. In 

this way, it is guaranteed that both the efficiency and kick-back criterion are met. Furthermore, because 

this allocation function is only used in case the gap is negative and it is guaranteed that the individual 

rationality criterion is met after the first step, the individual rationality criterion is always met for all 

shipments in this case. 

In case the gap is not negative (equation (15)) and for a shipment the individual rationality is smaller 

than the marginality, this shipment is not allocated additional CO2-emissions in the second step. In this 

case, it can be shown that the individual rationality criterion is met when the total amount of CO2 

emitted on a trip is smaller than or equal to the sum of the individual rationalities of the shipments 

serviced on the trip or when the marginality of a shipment is larger than or equal to that shipment’s 

individual rationality. From equation (15): 
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           (16) 

Following equation (16), the individual rationality criterion is met when the total amount of CO2 emitted 

on a trip is smaller than or equal to the sum of the individual rationalities of the shipments serviced on 

the trip (           
 is negative or 0) or when                   is 0. The marginality criterion is met 

for all shipments for which the individual rationality is larger than the marginality. 

The allocation method as defined by equations (13), (14), and (15) has the same advantages as the τ-

value. So, it takes into account the order quantity, the distance between the origin and destination of 

the shipment, and the distance between the shipment’s origin and destination and the start and end 

location of the trip. Also, less CO2-emissions per pallet will be allocated to larger orders compared to 

similar smaller orders. 

A disadvantage of this allocation method is that for calculating marginalities for every trip, phases which 

are initially not in the trip are created in order to obtain a trip excluding a certain shipment. The phase 

distance for these created phases always needs to be estimated even when in the future the fuel 

consumption on a phase can be obtained from the board computer. This implies that it is necessary to 

have a large database with distances to ensure that the marginalities can be calculated at all times. 

Furthermore, the database needs to be updated frequently when new addresses are attended during 

the trips.  In addition, considering the possible effect of a non-optimal trip planning on the marginality of 

shipments the performance of an allocation method including marginality in the allocation function 

remains questionable. Finally, for a customer located at a certain location, using the marginality in the 

allocation function can lead to additional variations in the allocated emissions to this customer’s 

shipments besides the variations in the total emissions emitted on the trip servicing the customer’s 

shipments, when the trip route servicing this customer’s shipments changes over time. Considering the 

disadvantages, it is desirable to design a new allocation method better applicable in the situation 

described. 

Because the method as defined by equations (13), (14), and (15) is related to the τ-value it will in this 

study also be referred to as the τ-value. 

IR-method 

A first method that would avoid the disadvantages experienced by the τ-value is a method that allocates 

the CO2-emissions of a trip solely based on the individual rationality of the shipments serviced on the 

trip. So, in this case, CO2-emissions are allocated using equation (13) for all shipments.  

Like the τ-value, this allocation method takes into account the order quantity, the distance between the 

origin and destination of the shipment, and the distance between the shipment’s origin and destination 
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and the start and end location of the trip. Also, the amount of CO2 allocated per pallet will be higher for 

smaller orders compared to similar larger orders. 

In contrast to the τ-value, this method does not include the marginality in the allocation function and, 

therefore, does not face the disadvantages the τ-value does. For determining the individual rationality, 

only the distance between the trip starting location and the shipment’s origin and the distance between 

the shipment’s destination and the trip ending location need to be estimated. These distances, unlike 

marginalities, do not change when the trip servicing these customer locations changes over time. 

By solely using equation (13) to allocate emissions, there is also no possible negative effect of the non-

optimal trip planning on the allocation. Also the variation of the allocated emissions to a customer 

located at a certain location when the trip route changes over time will be lower compared to the τ-

value because the customer’s ordered shipments’ individual rationality remains the same over different 

trips, given that the order quantity remains the same. However, variation over time cannot be 

completely excluded because the total amount of CO2 emitted on a trip servicing a shipment request 

from a customer located at a certain location also changes when the trip route changes over time. 

Considering the allocation constraints, the efficiency and kick-back criterion are met at all times. The 

individual rationality constraint is met when the total amount of CO2 emitted on a trip is smaller than or 

equal to the sum of the individual rationalities of the shipments serviced on the trip. 

A second method that would avoid the disadvantages experienced by the τ-value, and for which, in 

contrast to the IR1-method, no additional calculations need to be executed is a method that allocates 

the CO2-emissions of a trip based on the fuel that would be used if a roundtrip only servicing a 

customer’s shipment would be created: 

   
                        

  
  

          

                         
  
  

              

                                                    (17) 

This allocation method, from now on referred to as the IR2-method, has the same advantages as the 

IR1-method. Considering the allocation constraints, both the efficiency and kick-back criterion are 

always met by this allocation method. 

The difference between the IR2-method and the IR1-method is that the IR2-method does not take the 

trip starting and final location into account. In the IR2-method, the amount of empty kilometers used in 

the allocation is equal to the distance between the origin and the destination of the shipment while in 

the IR1-method the amount of empty kilometers is equal to the sum of the distances from the trip 

starting location to the shipment origin and the shipment destination to the trip final location. On 

average, the amount of empty kilometers used in the allocation function will be larger in the IR1-

method compared to the IR2-method. This implies that in the IR1-method, the distance has a larger 

impact on the allocated emissions than in the IR2-method, in which the order quantity has a relatively 

larger impact. 
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3.3.3. Verification 

The defined allocation methods and constraints have been implemented in MS Excel using Visual Basic. 

By running the developed program for one month of trips and performing a number of verification tests, 

it can be assessed whether the equations have been implemented correctly. In total, approximately 

4300 trips and 13800 shipments will be uploaded in the program for the verification. 

Table 4 shows the allocation constraints of the four allocation methods under consideration. As can be 

seen, all four allocation methods meet both the efficiency and kick-back criterion for all trips, which is in 

line with the allocation functions defined. 

Allocation Constraints (%) 

 
Individual Rationality Marginality Efficiency Kick-back 

WEB 95.78 87.34 100.00 100.00 

Tau 99.54 99.19 100.00 100.00 

IR1 99.53 90.77 100.00 100.00 

IR2 97.93 89.14 100.00 100.00 

Table 4: Verification Allocation Constraints (%) 

In the first additional verification test, the direct distance between a shipment’s origin and destination 

(ds) of multiple shipments serviced on the same trip is set equal to get a clear view whether the WEB-

method works as it is supposed to work. In this case, the allocated emissions in the WEB-method to 

these shipments should be linearly increasing with the shipment quantity of these shipments. This 

implies that the amount of CO2 allocated per CHEP-pallet should be equal for these shipments. In 

addition, the amount of CO2 allocated per pallet-kilometer should be equal for all shipments serviced on 

the trip. Table 5 shows the results of this verification test. As can be seen, the allocation method 

allocates emissions as it supposes to do. 

Ship. ID Trip ID Direct 
 (km) 

Load  
(CHEP) 

WEB 
(kg CO2) 

WEB  
(kg CO2/CHEP) 

WEB  
(kg CO2/CHEP*km) 

6971 4302 157 26.00 122.67 4.72 0.03 

8417 4302 157 19.00 89.65 4.72 0.03 

9145 4302 157 5.60 26.42 4.72 0.03 

9432 4302 62 3.60 6.71 1.86 0.03 

Table 5: Verification Test 1 

In the second additional verification test, the individual rationality of the shipments in a trip is decreased 

so that for all shipments serviced on a trip the individual rationality becomes smaller than its 

marginality. Considering the τ-value, the allocation should be done using equation (13) and therefore 

linearly increasing with the value of the individual rationality. Considering the IR1-method, the same 

behavior should be observed. Table 6 shows the results of this verification test. As can be seen, for both 

the τ-value and the IR1-method, the allocated emissions increase linearly with the individual rationality. 
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Ship. ID Trip ID Ind. Rationality 
(kg CO2) 

Tau  
(kg CO2) 

Tau /  
Ind. Rationality 

IR1  
(kg CO2) 

IR1 /  
Ind. Rationality 

6971 4302 1.00 24.55 24.55 24.55 24.55 

8417 4302 2.00 49.10 24.55 49.10 24.55 

9145 4302 3.00 73.65 24.55 73.65 24.55 

9432 4302 4.00 98.20 24.55 98.20 24.55 

Table 6: Verification Test 2 

In the third additional verification test, the individual rationality and marginality of the shipments in a 

trip are inflated such that the gap becomes negative. Also, the individual rationality is made larger than 

the marginality for each shipment. Considering the τ-value, the allocation should be done using equation 

(14) and should, therefore, linearly increase with its marginality. Table 7 shows the results of this 

verification test. As can be seen, the allocation method allocates emissions linearly increasing with the 

marginality 

Ship. ID Trip ID Ind. Rationality 
(kg CO2) 

Marginality 
(kg CO2) 

Tau  
(kg CO2) 

Tau /  
Marginality 

6971 4302 1000.00 500.00 24.55 24.55 

8417 4302 2000.00 1000.00 49.10 24.55 

9145 4302 3000.00 1500.00 73.65 24.55 

9432 4302 4000.00 2000.00 98.20 24.55 

Table 7: Verification Test 3 

In the fourth additional verification test, the individual rationality is set larger than the marginality for 

each shipment but the marginality is set equal for all shipments. Furthermore, the individual rationality 

and marginality are given a small value such that the gap is positive. Considering the τ-value, the 

allocation should be done using equation (15) and should, therefore, linearly increase with the 

difference between the individual and marginality of a shipment after first the marginality is allocated. 

Table 8 shows the results of this verification test. As can be seen, the allocation method allocates 

emissions as it supposes to do. 

Ship. ID Trip ID Ind. Rationality 
(kg CO2) 

Marginality 
(kg CO2) 

Tau  
(kg CO2) 

(Tau – Marginality) / 
(Ind. Rationality – Marginality) 

6971 4302 10.00 5.00 27.55 4.51 

8417 4302 15.00 5.00 50.09 4.51 

9145 4302 20.00 5.00 72.64 4.51 

9432 4302 25.00 5.00 95.18 4.51 

Table 8: Verification Test 4 

In the last additional verification test, the allocation term used in the IR2 method, equation (16) is 

registered so it can be checked whether the allocation increases linearly with this term. Table 9 shows 

the results of this verification test. As can be seen, the allocation method allocates emissions as it 

supposes to do. 
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Ship. ID Trip ID Direct 
 (km) 

Allocation term  
IR2 

IR2  
(kg CO2) 

IR2 /  
Allocation term 

6971 4302 157 72.23 126.95 1.76 

8417 4302 44 32.80 32.80 1.76 

9145 4302 77 48.09 48.09 1.76 

9432 4302 62 37.61 37.61 1.76 

Table 9: Verification Test 5 

Concluding, the different verification tests show that the results obtained using the allocation tool are 

consistent with the allocation functions formulated in the previous paragraph. This means that the 

allocation functions are correctly modeled and can be used to compare the different allocation 

methods. 

3.4. Results 

The allocation methods defined in the previous paragraph are used to allocate CO2-emissions from the 

trucks of Kuehne + Nagel’s own truck fleet. From the set of trips, trucks assigned to these trips for which 

no average fuel consumption numbers are available are assigned an average fuel consumption rate and 

an average load capacity utilization which is equal to averages obtained from the entire fleet. The 

average fuel consumption rate for these trucks equals 0.31 liters/kilometer with an average load 

capacity utilization of 0.69. In total, the allocation has been done for approximately 3650 trips and 8650 

shipments. 

3.4.1. Allocation Constraints 

Table 10 shows the performance of the four allocation methods under consideration based on the 

allocation constraints defined. As can be seen, all four allocation methods meet both the efficiency and 

kick-back criterion for all trips. 

Allocation Constraints (%) 

 
Individual Rationality Marginality Efficiency Kick-back 

WEB 95.99 88.76 100.00 100.00 

Tau 99.65 99.09 100.00 100.00 

IR1 99.65 91.76 100.00 100.00 

IR2 97.74 89.81 100.00 100.00 

Table 10: Results Allocation Constraints 

Considering the individual rationality criterion, the τ-value and IR1-method have the same performance. 

However, in the verification the τ-value and IR1-method did not have the same performance. There was 

one shipment for which the τ-value met the individual rationality criterion and the IR1-method not. In 

that case, the τ-value allocation was done using equation (15), the gap was positive, the individual 

rationality for the shipment was not 0, the sum of individual rationalities was smaller than the total trip 
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emissions and the marginality of the shipment was larger than its individual rationality. For shipments 

having these characteristics, allocation using the τ-value meets the individual rationality criterion while 

allocation using the IR1-method does not. This is an unsurprising result because this shipment will not 

get additional emissions allocated from the gap in the τ-value allocation (                  ) and, 

therefore, is allocated its individual rationality while in the IR1-method, because the sum of individual 

rationalities was less than the total trip emissions, the shipment would get allocated more than its 

individual rationality. 

The largest difference in performance based on the allocation constraints is obtained for the marginality 

criterion, on which the τ-value performs best. Shipments that don’t meet the marginality criterion in the 

τ-value allocation have either a marginality that is larger than its individual rationality or are serviced on 

a trip for which the gap has a negative value. 

Comparing the τ-value with the IR1 allocation method, the difference in performance on the marginality 

criterion is caused by trips for which there are differences in the ratio marginality versus individual 

rationality (
  

   
) between the shipments serviced on these trips. Furthermore, for all shipments where a 

performance difference occurs, the individual rationality is larger than the marginality. This is not a 

surprising result, as in these cases the τ-value will first allocate a shipment its marginality while the IR1-

method does not take the marginality into account. When a shipment does not meet the marginality 

criterion in the τ-value but does meet it in the IR1-method, the ratio 
  

   
 is small for that shipment 

compared to other shipments serviced on the same trip and the gap has a negative value.  When a 

shipment does not meet the marginality criterion in the IR1 method but does meet it in the τ-value, the 

ratio 
  

   
 is large compared to the ratio of the other shipments serviced on the same trip. 

When the IR2-method is included in the comparison, it is noted that approximately 67% of the 

shipments that fail to meet the marginality criterion in the IR2-method also fail to meet the marginality 

criterion in the IR1-method. This implies that, for the largest part of the shipments that fail to meet the 

marginality criterion in the IR2 method, the same reasoning that explained the difference in 

performance between the τ-value and the IR1-method, explains the difference in performance between 

the τ-value and the IR2-method. Considering the allocation functions of the IR1 and IR2 methods this 

result is unsurprising as both allocation functions use a relative estimation of CO2-emissions resulting 

from individually transporting shipments to allocate the trip emissions. For the difference in 

performance between the IR1 and IR2 methods, the difference in the ratio 
  

   
 between the different 

shipments serviced on the trip explains the difference in performance. When a shipment does not meet 

the marginality criterion in the IR2-method but does meet it in the IR1-method, generally the ratio 
  

   
 is 

small for that shipment compared to the ratio of the other shipments serviced on the same trip. When a 

shipment does not meet the marginality criterion in the IR1 method but does meet it in the IR2-method, 

the ratio 
  

   
 is large compared to the ratio of the other shipments serviced on the same trip. 
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3.4.2. Aggregate Allocation Visualization 

The clear differences in performance on the constraints observed between the different allocation 

methods are not sufficient to make an allocation method decision. First of all, the importance of the 

individual rationality and marginality constraints remain debatable. Second of all, other allocation 

criteria have been defined. So, it is important to further investigate the results of the different allocation 

methods. 

The first additional criterion was that an allocation method should be rational and understandable. 

While understandability has been discussed during the definition of the different allocation functions, an 

indication of rationality is given by plotting the individual rationality of each shipment against the 

allocated emissions to those shipments. As the individual rationality indicates a certain need to 

collaborate, there should namely be a positive relationship between individual rationality and allocated 

emissions. Figure 4 shows for each allocation method the scatter plot of the individual rationality versus 

the allocated CO2-emissions. 

 

Figure 4: Individual Rationality vs Allocated Emissions 

As can be seen in Figure 4, all allocation methods on average show an increase in allocated CO2-

emissions with an increase in individual rationality. This is no surprise as all four allocation methods take 

both the distance between the origin and destination and the order size of a shipment into account and 

both parameters have a positive relationship with the individual rationality of a shipment.  

The second additional criterion was that an allocation method should trigger customers to place larger 

orders. Table 11 shows the average allocation per volume shipped for different load categories. 
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Load Category (CHEP) Average Allocation (kg CO2/CHEP) 

 WEB  Tau  IR1  IR2  

q < 4 5.01 26.10 32.23 32.34 

4 ≤ q < 8 4.92 7.18 8.32 8.22 

8 ≤ q < 12 4.79 4.87 5.22 5.17 

12 ≤ q < 16 4.64 4.20 4.24 4.19 

16 ≤ q < 20 4.17 3.55 3.61 3.52 

20 ≤ q < 24 3.88 3.52 3.47 3.45 

24 ≤ q ≤ 26 2.84 2.67 2.58 2.59 

26 < q ≤ 30 3.58 3.48 3.47 3.46 

30 < q ≤ 42 2.58 2.51 2.46 2.46 

Table 11: Averages Allocation per Volume for different Load Categories 

As can be seen in Table 11, the τ-value, IR1-method, and IR2-method all clearly allocate more emissions 

per volume shipped to smaller orders than the WEB-method. Furthermore, comparing the τ-value, IR1-

method, and IR2-method, the IR1 and IR2 method punish smaller orders more than the τ-value. The load 

categories 26 < q ≤ 30 and 30 < q ≤ 42 are transported using a truck with a capacity of 30 and 42 CHEP-

pallet ground places respectively. For these categories, the average allocation per CHEP-pallet does not 

necessarily need to be smaller than for the other categories because these trucks might be used on a 

different type of trips and, therefore, might represent a different characterization of transportation 

network. 

3.4.3. Trip Level 

Finally, the results of the different allocation methods will be compared on a trip level. By discussing the 

results of the different allocation methods on this level, the differences between the allocation methods 

can be shown in a clear and understandable way. 

First of all, in the explanation of the allocation methods in section 3.3, it has been noticed that when 

using the WEB-method no incentive is given to customers to place larger orders. Table 12 shows the 

allocation per CHEP-pallet for the four shipments serviced on trip 3123. From Table 12 it can be noticed 

that the total load transported during this trip exceeds the capacity of the truck (which is 30 CHEP-

pallets ground places for this truck). This can be due to two reasons. First, the different shipments can 

be transported separately during different phases of the trip. Second, because the loads are an 

estimation of the actual load, errors in the estimation can cause the total load carried during a certain 

phase of the trip to be larger than the truck capacity. In the latter case, loads are rounded down so that 

the total load carried on a truck never exceeds the truck capacity. 

In this trip, it can clearly be seen that the WEB-method does not place a trigger at the customer ordering 

3 CHEP-equivalents by allocating it the same amount of CO2 per pallet as the customer ordering 30 

CHEP-equivalents with an equal distance between the origin and destination of its shipment. 
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Ship. ID Trip ID Direct 
(km) 

Load 
(CHEP) 

WEB 
(kg CO2/CHEP) 

Tau (kg 
CO2/CHEP) 

IR1 (kg 
CO2/CHEP) 

IR2 (kg 
CO2/CHEP) 

2229 3123 113 3.00 3.39 14.81 19.94 19.22 

640 3123 113 30.00 3.39 2.78 2.64 2.57 

1726 3123 75 30.00 2.25 1.80 1.63 1.71 

1732 3123 30 30.00 0.90 0.82 0.62 0.68 

Table 12: Trip Result Showing Disadvantage WEB-method 

Second of all, the IR2-method has the disadvantage that it does not take the distance between the trip 

starting and ending location and the origin and destination of the shipment respectively into account. 

This disadvantage will occur in trips in which for a shipment the ratio of the distance between the 

shipment’s origin and destination and the individual rationality is small compared to other shipments 

serviced on the trip. Table 13 shows the allocation for the four shipments serviced on trip 1263. In this 

trip, it can clearly be seen that the IR2-method (but also the WEB-method) allocates only a very small 

part of the total trip emissions to shipment 2197 which has a small distance between its origin and 

destination. However, the individual rationality of this shipment is larger than the individual rationality 

of shipment 1211 which implies that shipment 2197 is located further away from the trip starting and/or 

ending location. This fact is not taken into account by the IR2 and WEB methods. 

Ship. ID Trip ID Direct 
(km) 

Load 
(CHEP) 

Ind. Rat.  
(kg CO2) 

WEB  
(kg CO2) 

Tau  
(kg CO2) 

IR1  
(kg CO2) 

IR2  
(kg CO2) 

2197 1263 0.5 5.00 77.60 0.08 23.75 37.63 0.37 

499 1263 107 30.00 190.16 101.07 126.27 92.22 100.92 

1211 1263 18 30.00 31.55 17.00 14.09 15.30 16.98 

1237 1263 83 30.00 106.00 78.40 32.44 51.40 78.29 

Table 13: Trip Result Showing Disadvantage IR2-method 

Finally, differences between the τ-value and IR1-method occur in trips where there is a large difference 

between shipments in their ratio 
  

   
. Table 14 shows the allocation for the three shipments serviced on 

trip 1252. It can be seen that the marginality of shipment 3204 is much higher than the marginality of 

the other two shipments but that the individual rationality of shipment 3204 is lower than the individual 

rationality of the other two shipments. Using the τ-value, shipment 3204 is allocated more emissions 

than the other two shipments because of this relative high marginality while the IR1-method simply uses 

the individual rationality to determine the allocation to the different shipments. 

Ship. ID Trip ID Direct 
(km) 

Load 
(CHEP) 

Ind. Rat.  
(kg CO2) 

Marg. 
(kg CO2) 

WEB  
(kg CO2) 

Tau (kg 
CO2) 

IR1 (kg 
CO2) 

IR2 (kg 
CO2) 

7862 1252 217 4.00 272.03 31.80 84.12 147.51 175.81 172.58 

7863 1252 228 4.00 275.42 35.20 88.38 150.90 178.00 181.33 

3204 1252 119 26.00 183.40 165.11 299.84 173.92 118.53 118.43 

Table 14: Trip Result Showing Difference Tau-value and IR1-method 

To be able to decide whether the τ-value or the IR1-method provides the best allocation in this 

situation, it is important to look at the exact construction of the trip. The trip route is shown in Appendix 
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B. As can be seen, the trip starts in the middle of the Netherlands (point A). Next, it goes south to load 

cargo before it travels all the way north to deliver this cargo. Then it picks up cargo again in the middle 

of the Netherlands. This cargo is delivered in the south before the truck goes back to its final destination 

in the middle of the country.  

Shipment 7862 is transported from point B to point C, shipment 7863 from point B to point D, and 

shipment 3204 from point E to point F. So, shipments 7862 and 7863 have a low marginality because 

they are located close to each other. Shipment 3204 has a high marginality because the truck needs to 

travel all the way south to deliver its cargo before moving back to the depot. 

Knowing that Kuehne + Nagel also has a depot in the south of the Netherlands, a trip starting and ending 

there (no load is currently loaded and/or unloaded at the trip starting and ending location) would give 

an entirely different allocation result. The individual rationality of shipments 7862 and 7863 would 

increase and the marginality of shipment 3204 would decrease. Furthermore, the total trip emissions 

would decrease. The question therefore becomes whether this trip (and similar other trips) is 

constructed this way because there is no other option or because of planning inefficiencies. A rigid 

answer to this question can only be given by investigating the routing process, which lies outside the 

scope of this study. 

Besides the example shown in Table 14, it is easy to construct trips for which it is clear that including 

marginality into the allocation function will lead to a better or worse allocation. This is a main reason to 

not make a decision about the best performing allocation purely based on the performance on the 

allocation constraints. 

3.4.4. Sensitivity Analysis 

Besides interpreting the allocation results, it is important to investigate how sensitive the results are 

with respect to the estimated shipment quantities. This is important because the estimated shipment 

quantity is one of the factors influencing the allocated CO2-emissions of the customers. Therefore, a 

sensitivity analysis can show how much the allocated CO2-emissions will change when the shipment 

quantities are estimated incorrectly. 

In the sensitivity analysis, all shipment quantities are adjusted for a possible estimation error. The 

scenarios tested are adjustments of -30%, -20%, -10%, +10%, +20%, and +30%. These scenarios will, 

ceteris paribus, be compared with the initial results to determine how sensitive these results are with 

respect to errors in the estimated shipment quantities. 

Looking at an aggregate level, Figure 5 shows the change in CO2-emissions of all trips combined over the 

different defined scenarios. As can be seen, the changes are fairly small, even when the shipment 

quantities are changed a lot. There are a number of reasons for this. First of all, for empty kilometers 

there is no change between the emissions in the different scenarios compared to the base scenario. 

Second, for phases of trips on which the load capacity utilization is already 100%, the positive change 

scenarios will also not lead to additional CO2-emissions. Third, because the shipment quantities are 

estimations, it can occur that estimated shipment quantities are in the base scenario already higher than 

the maximum load capacity. In this case, the negative change scenarios do also not necessarily result in 
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a change in CO2-emissions. Finally, also from the NTM fuel consumption numbers it can be seen that the 

distance has a larger influence on the fuel consumption than the load carried (NTM, 2010). 

 

Figure 5: Sensitivity Shipment Quantity - Total CO2-Emissions 

Looking at the sensitivity of the different allocation methods, Figure 6 shows the average and standard 

deviation of the relative change in allocated emissions with respect to the base scenario for all four 

different allocation methods. Again, it can be seen that, even when the shipment quantities are largely 

over or underestimated, the allocated emissions do not change a lot. Furthermore, it can be seen that 

the IR1 and IR2 method perform equally well and, furthermore, are less sensitive than the WEB-method 

and τ-value. 

 

Figure 6: Sensitivity Shipment Quantity - Average & Standard Deviation of % Change in Allocated Emissions 

From the sensitivity analysis it can be concluded that the designed allocation methods are insensitive to 

possible errors in the shipment quantity estimation, and, therefore, that the allocation methods provide 

reliable results. Furthermore, looking at the relative small changes in the scenarios in which the 

shipment quantities are increased compared to the scenarios in which the shipment quantities are 

decreased, it can be concluded that in the base scenario the load capacity utilization is already high on 

those phases of the trips on which load is carried. 
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3.4.5. Allocation Method Decision 

In this study it has been decided to implement the IR1 allocation method. The first reason to choose this 

allocation method is that it is both a rational and understandable allocation method, simply because it 

allocates CO2-emissions based on the customer’s need to collaborate. Second, the allocation method 

triggers customers to place larger orders by allocating customers placing small orders a higher amount 

of CO2 per CHEP-pallet than customers placing similar but larger orders. Third, because the IR1 

allocation method determines the allocation based only on information about the shipments that is also 

known in a situation where limited data is available, one will most likely be better able to determine the 

allocated CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation. 

The reasons why it is decided to not use the WEB and IR2 methods are clear. The WEB-method does not 

trigger customers to place larger orders and the IR2-method does not take the distance from the 

shipment’s origin and destination to the trip starting and ending location respectively into account.  

A reason not to implement the τ-value is that the τ-value is an allocation method which is more complex 

and time-consuming to apply than the IR1-method, because for every shipment the marginality needs to 

be decided. In addition, marginality determinations always need to be estimated, even when all other 

data can be extracted from the board computer. This implies that it is necessary to have a large 

database with distances to ensure that the marginalities can be calculated at all times. Furthermore, the 

database needs to be updated frequently when new addresses are attended during the trips. Together 

with the discussion about how important the marginality actually is in allocating CO2-emissions and the 

results that show that applying the IR1-method leads to a fair and well applicable allocation, this has led 

to the decision to prefer the IR1-method over the τ-value. 

LSPs can use the chosen allocation method to determine and communicate CO2-emissions resulting 

from the orders placed by customers to these customers. These results will be more reliable than 

estimations of CO2-emissions made by the customer itself because the LSP has full data availability. 

Furthermore, the future possibility of using actual fuel consumption data obtained from the board 

computer can lead to an allocation of the exact amount of CO2 emitted by the LSP’s trucks. On the other 

hand, by using the chosen allocation method customers might be allocated a higher amount of CO2-

emissions than when they would estimate the emissions by themselves. Because the next chapter is 

devoted to scope 3 transportation, a quantification of this possible difference between the allocation 

method and the current practices used by the LSP’s customers to estimate CO2-emissions is presented 

there. In total, given the fact that LSPs are able to allocate CO2-emissions based on full data availability 

and given the results and the robustness of the allocation method chosen presented in this chapter, it is 

expected that the LSP’s customers will accept the allocation of CO2-emissions as designed in this study.  
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4. Allocating CO2-Emissions in Scope 3 Transportation 

This chapter will discuss sub-question 2: the allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation of limited data 

availability. In this study, multiple linear regression analysis has been used to explore to what extent the 

allocated CO2-emissions obtained using the IR1 allocation method can be explained by solely using the 

parameters which are known in the situation of CO2-emissions determination in scope 3 transportation. 

Furthermore, the obtained regression models have been compared to the current practices in allocating 

CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation. It has been concluded that, for the situation under study, by 

solely using parameters known in scope 3 transportation no accurate prediction can be realized using 

multiple linear regression analysis that, furthermore, also does not lead to a better prediction than the 

current practices used in scope 3 transportation CO2 calculation models. However, it has also been 

shown that by adding additional parameters the prediction of the allocated CO2-emissions can be 

greatly improved, indicating that collaboration between external carriers and its customers can easily 

lead to better emission predictions by customers. The main contributions of this part of this study are 

therefore the conceptualization of the allocation problem and an exploration of the possibilities given 

the limited data available. The actual design of an applicable, accurate solution remains open for future 

research. 

4.1. Conceptualization 

Limited data availability occurs when transportation activities are outsourced to external carriers. When 

this external carrier uses routing transportation to transport freight of the different customers it needs 

to service, the only data generally available to these customers is the data they provide to the external 

carrier, which is: 

 The load size for which the customer requests transportation. 

 The origin of the customer’s shipment. 

 The destination of the customer’s shipment. 

In this study we furthermore assume that the following data is known: 

 The type of truck used to transport the customer’s goods. 

 The trip starting and ending location (mostly the same depot). 

It seems reasonable to make these assumptions as this additional information is generally known 

information and furthermore not sensitive for external carriers to share. By making these assumptions, 

it becomes possible to determine the individual rationality of a shipment, which, as has been discussed 

in the previous chapter, has proven to be a valuable parameter in the allocation of CO2-emissions. 

To explore the predictive power of the known parameters multiple linear regression analysis has been 

used. Multiple linear regression analysis provides the possibility to explore the relationship between 

parameters even when other, possibly vital, information is unknown. Regression analysis has been a 

valuable analysis method for estimating tour lengths in routing transportation (Chien, 1992) (Figliozzi, 

2009). In these studies, parameters used in analytical tour lengths estimation models have been 

estimated for, for example, different sizes and shapes of service regions and the inclusion of time 
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windows,. This application differs from this study as in this study there are no pre-defined relationships 

between parameters. 

The multiple linear regression analysis is executed using the data generated by the IR1 allocation 

method defined in the previous chapter. This implies that it is assumed that the external carrier would 

use the IR1-method if it would allocate CO2-emissions. Given the results from the previous chapter that 

show that the IR1-method leads to a fair allocation, this seems a reasonable assumption. In addition, by 

using the data generated in the previous chapter, it is also assumed that the external carrier operates a 

transportation network that has the same characteristics as the transportation network investigated in 

this study. This implies that the results of this study in the first place can be used for similar 

transportation networks only. However, the results obtained in this study will provide insight in the 

allocation of CO2-emissions in other transportation networks. 

Considering the inaccuracies of the distance estimation, shipments of trips with a planned distance 

smaller than 100 kilometers need to be removed from the dataset because these inaccuracies can cause 

the regression model to incorrectly take the characteristics of the transportation network under study 

into account. However, because the planned distance is an unknown parameter in the allocation of CO2-

emissions in scope 3 transportation, the selection will be done based on a parameter which is known;  

the individual rationality of the shipments. The individual rationality is chosen because in trips with a 

small planned distance, also the individual rationality of the shipments will be small. Figure 7 shows the 

scatter plot of the planned distance versus the individual rationality for shipments with a planned 

distance smaller than 100 kilometers. As can be seen, with the exception of 1 outlier (which will be 

removed), all shipments have an individual rationality smaller than 100 kilograms of CO2. Removing 

shipments with a low individual rationality implies that the results obtained and conclusions drawn 

cannot simply be extended to a situation in which these shipments would not be excluded. 

 

Figure 7: Scatter plot Planned Distance vs Individual Rationality 

The performance of the different regression models is assessed based on the model fit (R2), the mean 

percentage error (MPE), the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and the standard deviation of 
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both the MPE and the MAPE. In addition, the independent variables used in the regression models also 

need to be a rational predictor of the allocated CO2-emissions. The MPE can be used to determine 

whether a model is generally over or underestimating the allocated CO2-emissions (Figliozzi, 2009). The 

MAPE can be used to determine the size of the average deviation, regardless of whether the model is 

over or underestimating the actual allocated CO2-emissions (Figliozzi, 2009). Using S as the total number 

of shipments, yi as the actual allocated CO2-emissions to shipment i, and xi as the by the regression 

model estimated allocated CO2-emissions, the MPE and MAPE are determined using equations (18) and 

(19) respectively. Using these equations, a positive MPE indicates that the allocated CO2 emissions are 

on average higher than the predicted emissions using the regression model, so that the regression 

model underestimates the actual allocated CO2-emissions. 

    
 

 
 

     

  
      

           (18) 

     
 

 
 

       

  
      

           (19) 

A disadvantage of using percentage errors is that it can give a wrong performance indication when there 

are only small differences in absolute errors between cases with a small and large amount of allocated 

CO2-emissions. In this case, the same absolute deviation will lead to a higher percentage error for cases 

with less allocated emissions than for cases with more allocated emissions. This while this scenario 

might be more acceptable than when the percentage error for cases with less allocated emissions is low 

and for cases more allocated emissions is high. However, when looking at Figure 8 that shows the 

residual plot of one of the regression models designed, it can be seen that there is an increase in the 

range of the residuals with an increase in the predicted value. This indicates that the range of 

percentage errors will be similar across the full range of predicted CO2-emissions and, therefore, also 

indicates that the use of percentage errors will give a reliable performance indication. 

 

Figure 8: Residual Plot - Percentage Error Example 
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The regression models are compared to current practices of allocating CO2-emissions in scope 3 

transportation CO2 calculation models. In the current practices, a difference is made between a detailed 

and a less detailed approach. As detailed approach the NTM-model as used in the study of van den 

Akker et al. (2009)  will be used. For the less detailed approach the GHG-protocol (Greenhouse Gas 

Protocol) is used combined with emission factor figures from STREAM (CE Delft, 2008), a study in which 

emission factors  are determined based on transport data from the Netherlands. 

Using NTM, for each shipment the estimated amount of CO2 emitted is determined by using the 

estimated distance between the shipment’s origin and destination. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 

average load capacity utilization of the trucks equals 69%, equal to the number used in the design of the 

allocation method in scope 1 transportation. This implies that when the shipment’s order size leads to a 

load capacity utilization that is higher than 69%, it is assumed that the shipment is transported 

individually. When the shipment’s order size leads to a load capacity utilization lower than 69%, it is 

assumed that the shipment is consolidated with other shipments and that the total load capacity 

utilization of the truck equals 69%. The total truck capacity is assumed to be known and the fuel 

consumption rates are taken from a NTM tractor + semi trailer with a diesel Euro 5 fuel engine 

combination assuming that the percentage motorway, rural roads, urban roads is 85%, 10%, and 5% 

respectively (NTM, 2010). Calculations are done using equation (1). It is furthermore assumed that there 

is a positioning distance equal to 20% of the distance between the shipment’s origin and destination. 

This positioning distance is assumed to be empty kilometers only. Finally, no empty returns are taken 

into account. 

Using GHG, for each shipment the estimated amount of CO2 emitted is also determined using the 

estimated distance between the shipment’s origin and destination with an assumed average load 

capacity of 69%. The used emission factor is 0.96 kg CO2 per kilometer, which is determined using the 

numbers from STREAM (CE Delft, 2008) adjusted for the higher average load capacity used in this study. 

There is assumed to be no positioning distance or empty return. 

Regarding both current practices, in case the shipment is not consolidated the allocated CO2-emissions 

equal the CO2 emitted during the transportation of the shipment and the CO2 emitted during the 

positioning of the truck. In case the shipment is consolidated with other shipments, the part of the total 

amount of CO2 emissions allocated to the shipment under consideration equals the product of the total 

amount of CO2 emitted and the part of the total load capacity utilization used for the shipment under 

consideration. The current practices will be compared to the regression models by looking at the MPE, 

MAPE and their standard deviations. 

4.2. Exploration 

To decide which independent variables to include in the regression model, scatter plots of the different 

possible independent variables versus the allocated CO2-emissions have been used. These are shown in 

Appendix C. What can be noticed from the individual rationality scatter plot is that there is a straight, 

increasing line of data points at the top of the chart. These points represent shipments from trips that 

service only that shipment. The reason that these trips are not excluded from the dataset, is that in the 

case of such a FTL shipment, shipments can still be serviced on the same trip with other shipments if, for 
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example, this shipment can be serviced on a part of a trip on which otherwise empty kilometers would 

be made. 

As can be seen, the individual rationality shows the steepest, most compact relationship with the 

allocated emissions in the IR1-method. Also, the individual rationality is determined using all the other 

parameters. This implies that using one of the other parameters together with the individual rationality 

in a regression model will not lead to a better model.  

So, the first model is a model with only the individual rationality as independent variable (model 1). 

Besides this model, also another model has been tested (model 2), in which the distance between the 

shipment’s origin and destination (called ‘estimated distance’) and the load size of this shipment 

functioned as independent variables (the inclusion of the other possible independent variables has been 

investigated but this led only to a small increase in R2 while the effect of collinearity became 

problematic, indicated by low tolerance numbers). Table 15 shows the performance of models 1 and 2 

based on the defined performance indicators. The complete regression results are shown in Appendices 

D and E. 

Model: Dependent: Independent: Cases R2 MPE (%) σMPE MAPE (%) σMAPE 

1 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual Rationality 5701 0.895 -22.8 62.0 44.3 49.0 

2 Allocation 
IR1 

Estimated Distance, 
Rounded Load 

5701 0.901 -25.2 52.1 40.4 41.5 

Table 15: Regression Results Model 1, 2 

Table 15 shows that both regression models approximately have the same performance based on the 

defined performance indicators. This is a somewhat surprising result as a small distance between a 

shipment’s origin and destination does not necessarily imply a small individual rationality for this 

shipment. Besides the distance between a shipment’s origin and destination the customer’s location 

relative to the trip start and end location namely also plays a role. Given that the distance between a 

shipment’s origin and destination and the shipment’s load size, in contrast to a shipment’s individual 

rationality, are known without making the additional assumptions used in this study, this result implies 

that considering the dataset as a whole the same result can be obtained without making these 

additional assumptions. In addition, it can be seen from the MPE that both regression models, on 

average, highly overestimate the allocated CO2-emissions. Furthermore, the high standard deviation 

shows that the difference between the real allocation and the prediction using the regression models is 

very variable. This, together with the large MAPE, implies that a prediction using model 1 or 2 will not 

lead to an accurate prediction of the allocated CO2-emissions. 

4.2.1. Differentiation by Known Parameters 

In order to try to increase the predictive power of the regression model, the dataset has been split up in 

a number of ways. On the one hand, this can be done by narrowing the range of the independent 

variable(s) to check whether using a different regression model to predict different ranges of the 

independent variable(s) leads to a better prediction of the allocated CO2-emissions. On the other hand, 

this can be done by introducing variables which are initially not known. In this way, it can be 
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investigated what additional information is needed to gain an accurate prediction of the allocated CO2-

emissions. The disadvantage of splitting up the dataset is that when this results in too many subsets 

with equally many regression models, it will become more complex to implement the models in a real-

life application. When only taking into account known parameters, the dataset has been split up by: 

 Differentiating between cases with a high individual rationality (>= 250 kg CO2) and a lower 

individual rationality (< 250 kg CO2). 

 Differentiating by the location of the carrier depot assigned to a trip. 

 Differentiating by order size. 

The results of the different differentiation steps are shown in Table 16. 

Model: Dependent: Independent: Split file: Cases R2 MPE σMPE MAPE σMAPE 

3 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Individual 
Rationality >= 250 

503 0.950 -5.5 28.5 20.0 21.0 

4 Allocation 
IR1 

Estimated 
Distance, 
Rounded Load 

Individual 
Rationality >= 250 

503 0.958 -6.3 26.8 18.9 20.0 

5 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Individual 
Rationality < 250 

5198 0.867 -23.6 63.5 46.2 49.5 

6 Allocation 
IR1 

Estimated 
Distance, 
Rounded Load 

Individual 
Rationality < 250 

5198 0.901 -17.1 45.0 34.6 33.5 

7 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Depot = Oud 
Beijerland 

100 0.855 -27.2 56.4 47.0 41.2 

8 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Depot = Veghel 1722 0.808 -35.4 64.6 57.6 45.9 

9 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Depot = Utrecht 935 0.956 -1.43 27.5 19.7 19.1 

10 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Depot = Wijchen 113 0.959 -8.93 23.8 21.1 13.9 

11 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Load Category 1 1046 0.897 -14.9 36.8 30.5 25.4 

12 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Load Category 2 404 0.884 -13.9 40.9 33.3 27.5 

13 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Load Category 3 226 0.884 -15.9 42.8 34.8 29.5 

14 Allocation 
IR1 

Individual 
Rationality 

Load Category 4 3952 0.932 -5.89 39.4 26.9 29.3 

Table 16: Regression Results – Differentiation Known Parameters 

As can be seen, for the dataset including cases with a higher individual rationality (models 3 and 4) the 

performance of the regression models increases considerably, both in terms of average deviation and 

the variability of this deviation. For the other dataset (models 5 and 6) there is no improvement. 

However, when comparing the unstandardized betas of models 1 and 3, it can be noticed that there is 

hardly any difference between the unstandardized betas of both models (0.619 for model 1 and 0.628 
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for model 3). This implies that model 1 already performs better on the cases with a higher individual 

rationality. 

For the differentiation by the location of the carrier depot assigned to the trips on which the shipments 

are serviced the results are shown for the two worst performing depots (models 7 and 8) and the two 

best performing depots (models 9 and 10). As can be seen, here only regression models using the 

individual rationality as independent variable were tested. This has been done because regression 

models with the distance between a shipment’s origin and destination and the shipment’s order size as 

independent variables did not lead to additional prediction improvements. As can be seen, the two best 

performing depots show a large increase in performance compared to the initial regression model 

(model 1). Furthermore, when again looking only at cases with a higher individual rationality, the results 

for Veghel would be much better (MPE = -1.41 and MAPE = 23.1). For Utrecht, the MAPE would improve 

(MPE = -10.9 and MAPE = 14.6). In addition, for both depot locations the standard deviations would 

become smaller. For the other two depot locations there are too few cases left to be able to assess the 

performance. However, when looking at the MAPE, the results will still not lead to a very accurate 

prediction of the allocated CO2-emissions.  

In the differentiation by order size, the shipments have been categorized based on 4 load categories. 

Category 1 includes orders smaller than or equal to 6 CHEP-pallets (model 11). Category 2 includes 

orders larger than 6 and smaller than 14 CHEP-pallets (model 12). Category 3 includes orders between 

14 and 19 CHEP-pallets (model 13). Category 4 includes orders larger than 19 CHEP-pallets (model 14). 

Table 16 shows that splitting up the dataset based on different load categories leads to a better 

performance compared to the initial model (model 1). Furthermore, when again looking only at cases 

with a higher individual rationality, the absolute error is even lower (for load category 4: MPE = -11.1, 

MAPE = 20.9). For load categories 1, 2, and 3 there would be too few cases left to give a reliable 

performance overview. Finally, although this differentiation leads to an improvement compared to the 

base scenario, the regression will still not lead to a very accurate prediction. 

The comparison between the current practices in allocating CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation and 

the regression models discussed above is shown in Table 17. As can be seen, model 1 shows no 

improvement in predicting the allocated CO2-emissions using the IR1-method compared to both types of 

current practices. Considering the fact that a regression model that only takes the distance between the 

shipment’s origin and destination and the shipment’s order size into account also performs equally well 

than model 1, this result seems plausible. In addition, also when only looking at the cases with a large 

individual rationality, the current practices do not perform worse than the discussed regression models. 

Scenario: Split file: MPE σMPE MAPE σMAPE 

Current practice - NTM  14.8 47.2 38.8 30.7 
Current practice - GHG/STREAM  15.5 46.1 38.0 30.2 

Model 1  -22.8 62.0 44.3 49.0 
Current practice - NTM Individual Rationality >= 250 0.75 35.0 27.2 22.1 

Current practice - GHG/STREAM Individual Rationality >= 250 5.53 33.2 25.2 22.3 
Model 3 Individual Rationality >= 250 -5.5 28.5 20.0 21.0 

Table 17: Comparison Current Practice – Known Parameters 
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Besides the comparison with the regression models, it can be noticed that both current practices have 

approximately the same performance and that, furthermore, both current practices on average 

underestimate the allocated CO2-emissions (indicated by the positive value of the MPE). This implies 

that for the trips in the dataset the trip distance is on average larger than the sum of the distances 

between the origins and destinations of the shipments serviced on the trip. Furthermore, when the load 

capacity utilized by the goods of a certain shipment is small, the current practices will generally 

underestimate the allocated CO2-emissions. This result is unsurprising as small order quantities do not 

necessarily lead to a low individual rationality for shipments. 

4.2.2. Differentiation by Adding Additional Parameters 

Because the models solely based on known parameters in scope 3 transportation did not lead to an 

accurate prediction of the allocated CO2-emissions, it has been explored what the possible improvement 

is of adding parameters to the regression analysis which are not known in scope 3 transportation. In this 

study, it has been investigated what the effect is of adding the number of shipments serviced on a trip 

or the estimated trip distance. 

For adding the number of shipments serviced on a trip, because nearly 80% of the shipments are 

serviced on a trip with less than 5 other shipments, the shipments serviced on a trip where in total 6 or 

more shipments are serviced were removed from the dataset. For the remaining shipments, the dataset 

was split up, creating a separate dataset for each group of shipments serviced on trips with an equal 

amount of other shipments. For adding the estimated trip distance, the initial dataset is used. Table 18 

shows the results of both differentiation steps. 

Model: Dependent: Independent: Split file: Cases R2 MPE σMPE MAPE σMAPE 

15 Allocation 
IR1 

Ind. Rationality # of Ship = 1 645 1.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

16 Allocation 
IR1 

Ind. Rationality # of Ship = 2 1261 0.977 0.42 14.9 12.6 7.96 

17 Allocation 
IR1 

Ind. Rationality # of Ship = 3 1289 0.947 0.76 24.2 19.4 14.5 

18 Allocation 
IR1 

Ind.  Rationality # of Ship = 4 764 0.957 -4.97 24.1 18.7 16.0 

19 Allocation 
IR1 

Ind.  Rationality # of Ship = 5 508 0.942 -12.7 27.2 23.6 18.5 

20 Allocation 
IR1 

Ind. Rationality,  
Est. Trip Distance 

 5701 0.898 -20.7 60.2 42,9 47.0 

Table 18: Regression Results - Adding Additional Parameters 

Table 18 shows that including the number of shipments serviced on a trip in the regression analysis 

leads to a better performance for trips including only a few shipments than for trips including more 

shipments. This is an interesting result as it indicates that knowing more about the characteristics of the 

transportation network operated by the external carrier might enable customers to make a better 

prediction about the amount of CO2 emitted as a result of the orders they place. 
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Considering trips with only one shipment, the result of the regression analysis is perfect because the 

individual rationality of each shipment is determined including the actual trip start and end location and, 

therefore, is exactly the same as the actual trip. Considering trips with more than one shipment, it must 

be noted that the average prediction is still not very accurate when looking at the high values of the 

MAPE. On the other hand, compared to the previous constructed regression models (models 1 and 3), 

the variability is much lower in these models. 

By adding the estimated trip distance to the regression analysis, no improvement compared to the initial 

regression (model 1) is obtained. This suggests that in adding additional parameters, it is more 

important to collect data about the other shipments serviced on the trip than to solely collect data 

about the length of the trip. 

Again, the regression results have been compared to the current practice in allocating CO2-emissions in 

scope 3 transportation. As adding the estimated trip distance to the regression analysis did not lead to 

an improvement compared to model 1, it will also not lead to an improvement compared with the 

current practice. The results are shown in Table 19. In this case, there is a clear improvement when 

using the regression model compared to the current practice.  

Scenario: MPE σMPE MAPE σMAPE 

Current practice - NTM 13.12 37.95 31.87 24.43 

Current practice - GHG/STREAM 16.33 35.93 31.33 24.00 

Models 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 -1.93 20.83 15.04 15.04 
Table 19: Comparison Current Practice – Adding Additional Parameters 

4.3. Conclusion 

From this part of this study, it can be concluded that it is difficult to design a solution for the allocation 

problem in scope 3 transportation using solely the parameters that are known in that situation. In 

addition, it has been shown that by using multiple linear regression anayslis this also does not lead to an 

improvement compared to the current practice used to allocate CO2-emissions in scope 3 

transportation. This indicates that to make an accurate prediction of the allocated CO2-emissions 

additional information about the trip and especially the other shipments serviced on the trip must be 

known. With respect to this, it has been shown that including the number of shipments serviced on a 

trip in the regression analysis already leads to a large increase in the accuracy of the prediction and, 

furthermore, to a large improvement compared to the current practice. However, including additional 

parameters implies that the customer needs to collaborate with the external carrier in order to collect 

data about these parameters. The extent to which collaboration is necessary is something that needs to 

be investigated in future research.  

Besides the conclusions concerning the defined research question, the multiple linear regression 

analysis has also shown some interesting characteristics of the transportation network investigated in 

this study. First of all, a regression model based on only the estimated distance between a shipment’s 

origin and destination and the shipment’s order size performs equally well than a regression model 

based on a shipment’s individual rationality. However, the regression model including the distance 
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between the shipment’s origin and destination does not take into account the distance between the trip 

start and end location and the shipment’s origin and destination respectively, while the regression 

model including the shipment’s individual rationality does. This indicates that the distance between the 

trip start and end location and the shipment’s origin and destination respectively is of less importance in 

this transportation network. 

Second, there is a difference in performance between shipments with a relatively small individual 

rationality and shipments with a relatively large individual rationality. The most likely reason for this is 

that shipments with a relatively large individual rationality are mostly serviced on the same trip over 

time. This explanation seems intuitive as a large individual rationality implies that a shipment’s origin 

and/or destination is located relatively further away from the trip start and end location, hereby 

increasing the probability that a single trip is dedicated to shipment requests from this specific region. 

Due to the larger distance between the region and the trip start and end location, changes within the 

locations serviced in this specific region over time will only have a small influence on the allocation. 

A final important aspect to consider, are the possible differences in applicability between the regression 

model and the current practices of allocating CO2-emissions of routing transportation in scope 3 

transportation. First, it is important to notice that routing transportation often only comprises one part 

of the total determination of CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation. This means that when routing 

transportation is explicitly taken into account still one of the CO2 calculation methods (like NTM or GHG) 

is needed to determine the CO2-emissions of lanes not considered routing transportation (e.g. long haul 

intercontinental transportation). When a company decides to use a regression model to determine the 

allocated CO2-emissions for lanes considered routing transportation, the independent variables need to 

be determined. In case the individual rationality is used no additional data needs be gathered because 

the individual rationality can generally be determined using the already necessary data in most CO2 

calculation methods. Obviously, when independent variables are used for which initially no data is 

known this data needs to be collected from the external carrier. Considering the costs to determine the 

CO2-emissions and the bias of the emission estimation it is preferable for companies to let the external 

carrier determine and communicate the scope 3 CO2-emissions.  
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5. Conclusion & Recommendations 

In this chapter, the main findings of this study are presented. Section 5.1 presents the conclusions 

drawn from this study. Section 5.2 presents the recommendations for LSPs. Finally, Section 5.3 presents 

possible areas for further research. 

5.1. Conclusions 
This study has been lead by the following main research question: 

 

How to allocate CO2-emissions to a specific shipment in a traveling salesman problem considering a real-

life routing transportation network? 

 

Furthermore, because considering the allocation of CO2-emissions a clear distinction can be made 

between scope 1 emissions, characterized by approximately full data availability, and scope 3 emissions, 

characterized by limited data availability, two sub-questions have been defined which together cover 

the main research question. 

 

1. How to allocate CO2-emissions to a specific shipment in a traveling salesman problem considering a 

real-life routing transportation network when all data is available? 

 
To address this research question, the routing transportation network of a LSP has been investigated 

and a solution has been designed for the problem of allocating CO2-emissions to a specific shipment on 

trip level. This has been achieved by first carefully conceptualizing the situation and defining criteria 

which the allocation should preferably meet. Subsequently, these criteria have been used to select a set 

of allocation methods of which the performance is assessed. The result of this performance assessment 

has been the selection of the allocation method that best meets the defined criteria. Furthermore, 

besides the design of a solution to the allocation problem, this study also provides other interesting 

insights considering possible uncertainties faced during the process. Considering this sub-question, the 

general conclusions drawn from this study are: 

1. The process of allocating CO2-emissions in routing transportation is a complex process. 

Especially the assessment of the performance of different allocation methods is a part of 

this process which will always be prone to subjectivity. Therefore, before starting and 

assessing the actual allocation, it is important to carefully conceptualize the situation under 

study and define allocation criteria before continuing with the actual allocation. 

2. Cost allocation literature can provide useful allocation criteria and methods for the 

allocation of CO2-emissions in routing transportation. However, given the fact that LSPs have 

long-term contracts with most of their customers, criteria like individual rationality and 

marginality might be less important in this situation than generally stated in cost allocation 

literature. 
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3. Relatively simple allocation methods, like the IR1-method, can provide an allocation using a 

rational and understandable allocation function; that places the right triggers at the LSPs 

customers; and that performs well on different fairness conditions. 

4. There are larger differences in the accuracy of trip distance estimations using four-digit zip 

codes in the Netherlands for short trips compared to longer trips. In general, it can be stated 

that for trips longer than 100 kilometers a distance estimation using four-digit zip codes 

leads to a sufficiently accurate estimation for real-life application. 

5. In case the load capacity utilization cannot be exactly determined, both the total CO2-

emissions of a set of trips and the allocation to the different shipments are quite insensitive 

to estimation errors when an estimation of this load capacity utilization is used. 

Limitations 

Because this study has been performed at a LSP using the real-life data from the LSP, the characteristics 

of the LSP’s transportation network influenced the allocation method decision. Therefore, different 

characteristics of the transportation network might possibly lead to a different allocation method 

decision. Considering the allocation method decision in this study, the decision for the IR1-method over 

the τ-value and IR2-method respectively is, at least partly, made due to specific characteristics of the 

transportation network under investigation. 

First, the main difference between the IR1-method and the τ-value is that the τ-value, in addition to the 

parameters included in the IR1-method, also takes a shipment’s marginality into account. The reason 

why the IR1-method is chosen over the τ-value is that in this situation large marginalities can occur 

where this would not be the case considering the entire customer profile. This can occur because 

routing optimization is not guaranteed in the transportation network and because the order profile on a 

particular day might be different than the entire customer profile. Therefore, in case one (or both) of 

these two reasons does not apply to the transportation network under study, the marginality criterion 

might play a more important role in the allocation method decision and the τ-value might be preferred 

over the IR1-method.  

Second, the main difference between the IR1 and IR2 methods is that the IR2-method does not take the 

distance from the shipment’s origin and destination to the trip starting and ending location respectively 

into account. The importance of this difference depends on the size of the LSP’s service region and the 

distribution of customers over this service region. For example, the transportation network under 

consideration in this study has the Benelux as service region but mainly services locations in the 

Netherlands. Furthermore, the LSP uses multiple depots located across the Netherlands and trips from 

each depot can attend any part of the service region, indicating that a shipment’s individual rationality 

can clearly show the difference between different customers serviced on a trip. However, when the 

service region is for example smaller and customers are quite evenly distributed across this region 

(which is more likely the case in regional distribution networks), solely using the distance between a 

shipment’s origin and destination might lead to a better representation of the different customers 

serviced on a trip. In this case the distance between the shipment’s origin and destination and the trip 

starting and ending location respectively will differ less between the different shipments serviced on a 
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trip and, therefore, by using these distances in the allocation function, the effect of the real difference 

between the different customers serviced on the trip might be weakened. In the case, the IR2-method 

might be preferred over the IR1-method. 

Implementation 

LSPs willing to implement the allocation of CO2-emissions to customers need to consider a few possible 

implementation issues, mostly concerning the estimation of CO2-emissions: 

1. In case an activity-based CO2 calculation model is used to estimate trip-level CO2-emissions 

distances need to be estimated for the construction of the trips. Collecting large quantities 

of distances between locations can be a time-consuming task, especially when the level of 

detail used is high (e.g. when street address is used). Considering the allocation itself, 

distance estimations are necessary for determining both a shipment’s individual rationality 

and the marginality. However, for a customer located at a certain location the individual 

rationality does not change over time. The marginality most likely does. 

2. The exact reconstruction of trips in most cases requires that different data sources need to 

be combined (in this case files containing trip information, files containing shipment 

information, and files containing information about the fleet of trucks). Furthermore, the 

number of shipments serviced on a trip can vary a lot over trips, which further increases the 

complexity of the development of an applicable allocation tool. 

3. Because the adopted allocation method directly affects the amount of CO2 emitted for 

which a certain customer is held responsible, it is important to clearly inform customers 

about the adopted allocation method and explain why the adopted allocation method leads 

to a fair and reliable allocation of CO2-emissions. 

2. How to allocate CO2-emissions to a specific shipment in a traveling salesman problem considering a 
real-life routing transportation network when limited data is available? 
 

To address this question, the allocation obtained in the first part of this study has been used as input for 

a multiple linear regression analysis. Different regression models have been designed in order to 

maximize the predictive power of the models. Besides looking at the predictive power of the designed 

models individually, the models have been compared to each other and to the current practice of 

allocating CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation. Considering this sub-questions, the conclusions 

drawn from this study are: 

1. The current practice of allocating CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation does not lead to 

an accurate representation of the allocated CO2-emissions. 

2. Given the transportation network under study, by using multiple linear regression analysis 

and by solely using the limited data available it is not possible to obtain a model that 

accurately predicts the allocated CO2-emissions or that leads to an improvement compared 

to the current practice of allocating CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation. 
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3. In order to design a solution for the allocation problem with limited data availability, a 

customer most likely needs to collaborate with the LSP either to collect additional data 

about the routing transportation network or to let the LSP determine and communicate the 

allocated CO2-emissions such that it is not necessary to make a prediction. 

4. In collecting additional data about the routing transportation network it is most likely that 

collecting data about the other customers serviced on the trip will lead to a better solution 

than to solely collect data about the length of the trip. 

5. The collection of already a small amount of additional data about the other customers 

serviced on the trip, e.g. the number of shipments serviced on a trip, is highly likely to 

already greatly improve the prediction of the allocated CO2-emissions. 

Limitations 

The results obtained in this part of this study only directly apply to transportation networks having the 

same characteristics as the transportation network under study. The applicability of multiple linear 

regression analysis in different transportation networks will depend on the variation of the ratio of the 

total trip emissions and the sum of the individual rationalities of the shipments serviced on a trip in 

those networks. It is most likely that an accurate regression result is obtained for more standardized sets 

of trips. These can most likely be found by splitting up the dataset based on for example depot location, 

customer location, or truck by which a shipment is serviced. However, the results obtained in this study 

indicate that even after splitting up the dataset there remains a large amount of variation which causes 

the regression results to remain inaccurate. A possible reason for this might be that there are also 

variations in the order patterns of customers that result in a different set of orders that needs to be 

serviced every day. This implies that standardized trip plans are hard to achieve for LSPs. Considering 

different transportation networks it is highly likely that similar variations in order patterns occur. This 

implies that, when using multiple linear regression analysis, also for different transportation networks it 

is highly likely that improvements to the current practices can only be realized when additional, initially 

unknown information is used. 

5.2. Recommendations 

The design of a solution to the problem of allocating CO2-emissions on trip level for Kuehne + Nagel’s 

own truck fleet have led to the following recommendations for Kuehne + Nagel (and other LSPs willing 

to allocate CO2-emissions on trip level): 

1. Apply the IR1 allocation method to allocate the CO2 emitted by the trips operated from all 

depots in the Netherlands. The IR1-method has shown to lead to a better allocation of CO2-

emissions than the currently used WEB-method given the performance criteria defined. 

Furthermore, the IR1-method is rational and understandable and can therefore easily be 

communicated to customers. 

2. Further investigate the reliability of the board computer data together with the supplier of 

the board computer so that the use of board computer data can be implemented in the 
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allocation process. This can lead to an allocation based on the actual amount of used fuel 

which results in an allocation of the exact amount of CO2 emitted. 

3. Explore the possibilities to improve distance estimations so that the distances used in the 

implemented allocation method add up to a reliable estimated trip distances both for short 

and long trips. Even if the board computer would be fully implemented, it is important to 

improve distance estimations as they will still need to be used to determine individual 

rationalities of shipments. 

Furthermore, regarding the allocation of CO2-emissions in a situation of limited data availability: 

4. Further explore the possibilities with respect to allocating CO2-emissions in scope 3 

transportation. One option is trying to cooperate with other LSPs in order to make 

agreements about the exchange of necessary data to make an accurate prediction of the 

allocated CO2-emissions or to make agreements about the exchange of reliable CO2-

emissions figures so that no prediction needs to be made. Another (complementary) option 

is to conduct further research focused on the design of a solution to the problem of 

allocating CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation. 

5.3. Further Research 

From this study, there are two clear areas for further academic research: 

1. A first main area for further research is to investigate how other scope 1 and scope 2 

emissions can be added to the allocation problem. By investigating this, LSPs can design a 

system with which it is possible to allocate all their scope 1 and 2 CO2-emissions to their 

customers. A possible interesting research approach considering this research area might be 

found in activity-based costing literature in which all the costs of an organization are 

allocated to so-called cost drivers (Leenders, 2011). Subsequently, these costs can be further 

allocated to certain products or services. Together with the allocation method designed in 

this study, this can lead to a complete allocation of scope 1 and 2 CO2-emissions. 

2. A second main area for further research is to design an applicable solution for the problem 

of allocating CO2-emissions in scope 3 transportation. In this study, the allocation of CO2-

emissions in scope 3 transportation has been conceptualized and explored using multiple 

linear regression analysis. This has not led to an accurate prediction of the allocated CO2-

emissions which, moreover, is no improvement compared to the current practices. 

However, it has also been shown that the current practices provide no accurate prediction 

of the allocated emissions. So, further research is necessary to design a solution for this 

problem. The biggest challenge is to capture the variation in trips in a model (to decrease 

the MAPE), for which data about the other customers serviced on the trip is necessary. This 

could be achieved by collecting data about the location of the other customers serviced on 

the same trip and, subsequently, reconstructing the trip. Possible interesting research 

considering the estimation of trip distances is executed by Daganzo (2005). When designing 

a solution it is important to keep the application in CO2 calculation models in mind. This 
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implies that there might be an important trade-off between prediction accuracy and user-

friendliness in activity-based CO2 calculation models. 
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Appendix A: Fuel Consumption Comparison 

As mentioned in this report, in this study fuel consumption figures obtained from the board computers 

of Kuehne + Nagel’s trucks have been compared to the invoices Kuehne + Nagel receives from its fuel 

supplier. The use of the board computers gives a LSP the opportunity to determine the actual amount of 

fuel consumed at a very detailed level. The board computer can therefore provide input such that the 

LSP can allocate the exact amount of CO2 emitted. Furthermore, the board computer can provide the 

LSP with accurate information about the fuel efficiency of their trucks and drivers, and therefore has 

enormous potential in assisting LSPs to repot and reduce their CO2-emissions. 

In this study, it is assumed that the fuel supplier invoices the exact amount of used fuel to the LSP. This 

implies that, in order for the board computer data to be reliable and useful, it should provide an 

accurate estimation of the invoiced amount of fuel or, at least, there should be consistency in the 

deviation of the board computer data from the invoiced fuel consumption figures. 

Kuehne + Nagel’s trucks are all equipped with a tank with a fuel capacity of 590 liters. Furthermore, 

from the board computers data can be extracted about the fuel level in percentage of the total fuel 

capacity and the cumulative amount of fuel used during the trucks’ lives. The board computer, while 

active, makes a registration of the fuel level and cumulative fuel used every 10 minutes. Furthermore, 

because drivers are paid based on the data extracted from the board computers, the board computer is 

always active while the driver is in function. So, using the fuel level data, the amount of liters added to 

the tank at a refuel moment can be determined: 

                                                                         (20) 

In this equation, the final fuel level represents the fuel level at the end of the refuel activity as a part of 

the total tank capacity. The start fuel level represents the fuel level at the beginning of the refuel activity 

as a part of the total tank capacity. The figures obtained by using equation (20) can be compared to the 

invoices received from the fuel supplier. 

Refuel figures have been collected from three trucks from August 2011 to December 2011. The result for 

each truck is shown below. As can be seen, there are quite some differences in the results, both within 

the results of a single truck and across the different trucks. Looking at the trucks individually, especially 

truck 3 shows large deviations and also a large variability in deviations. Looking at the results across 

trucks, there does not seem to be consistency in the deviation of the different trucks. This implies that 

there also might be truck-specific factors which cause deviations in the results. 

Besides the refuel amount, also the amount of fuel used between two refuel moments can be 

determined using the fuel supplier and board computer data. However, given the inconsistencies 

already found in determining refuel amounts using the fuel supplier and board computer data, the 

results of a comparison of the amount of fuel used between two refuel moments will also be unreliable. 

The results from the comparison of the board computer and fuel supplier data have been 

communicated to the supplier of the board computer systems. However, unfortunately no feedback has 

been received at the moment of publishing this report. So, for LSPs willing to implement a similar board 
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computer system, it is advisable to collaborate with the systems supplier so that one can be sure that 

the data obtained from the board computer is reliable. 
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Appendix B: Routing Visualization Trip 1252 
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Appendix C: Results – Scatter Plots 
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Appendix D: Regression Results Model 1 

Descriptive Statistics
b
 

 
Mean

a
 

Root Mean 

Square N 

Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 100.95607456 116.861358227 5701 

Individual Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

163.960665 178.6962661 5701 

a. The observed mean is printed 

b. Coefficients have been calculated through the origin. 

 

Correlations
a
 

 Allocation IR1 

(kg CO2) 

Individual 

Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

Std. Cross-product Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 1.000 .946 

Individual Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

.946 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) . .000 

Individual Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

.000 . 

N Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 5701 5701 

Individual Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

5701 5701 

a. Coefficients have been calculated through the origin. 
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Variables Entered/Removed
b,c

 

Model 

Variables 

Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 Individual 

Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

c. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

Model Summary
c,d

 

Model R R Square
b
 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .946
a
 .895 .895 37.786765614 

Model Summary
c,d

 

Model 

Change Statistics 

Durbin-Watson 

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change 

1 .895 48827.233 1 5700 .000 .587 
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a. Predictors: Individual Rationality (kg CO2) 

b. For regression through the origin (the no-intercept model), R Square measures the proportion of the 

variability in the dependent variable about the origin explained by regression. This CANNOT be compared to R 

Square for models which include an intercept. 

c. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

d. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

ANOVA
c,d

 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 69717459.706 1 69717459.706 48827.233 .000
a
 

Residual 8138686.037 5700 1427.840   

Total 77856145.743
b
 5701    

a. Predictors: Individual Rationality (kg CO2) 

b. This total sum of squares is not corrected for the constant because the constant is zero for 

regression through the origin. 

c. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

d. Linear Regression through the Origin 
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Coefficients
a,b

 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

B Std. Error 

1 Individual Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

.619 .003 

Coefficients
a,b

 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B 

Beta Lower Bound 

1 Individual Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

.946 220.969 .000 .613 

Coefficients
a,b

 

Model 

95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B Correlations 

Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part 

1 Individual Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

.624 .946 .946 .946 

Coefficients
a,b

 

Model 

Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

1 Individual Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

1.000 1.000 
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a. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

Collinearity Diagnostics
a,b

 

Model Dimension Eigenvalue Condition Index 

Variance 

Proportions 

Individual 

Rationality (kg 

CO2) 

1 1 1.000 1.000 1.00 

a. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

Casewise Diagnostics
a,b

 

Case Number Std. Residual 

Allocation IR1 

(kg CO2) Predicted Value Residual 

3623 3.059 303.236153 187.65526661 115.580886645 

3943 3.687 365.507577 226.19143878 139.316138141 

4001 3.000 297.438917 184.06769357 113.371223788 

4002 3.141 311.424530 192.72257817 118.701952063 

4003 3.258 322.953419 199.85713885 123.096280366 

4319 3.266 323.783620 200.37090195 123.412718028 

4320 3.266 323.783620 200.37090195 123.412718028 

4321 3.279 325.105255 201.18878516 123.916469770 
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4322 3.343 331.454750 205.11811928 126.336630577 

4776 3.767 373.474812 231.12189869 142.352913704 

4932 3.547 351.682942 217.63617428 134.046768012 

5201 3.127 310.002926 191.84283007 118.160096419 

5299 5.196 430.828940 234.49413922 196.334801096 

5305 5.210 432.035206 235.15069275 196.884513368 

5366 5.065 502.132775 310.74084901 191.391925705 

5497 3.585 413.601780 278.13603738 135.465742617 

5613 -3.079 149.914680 266.26050745 -

116.345827340 

a. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

Residuals Statistics
a,b

 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value 61.88161469 330.65032959 101.46574519 43.977603864 5701 

Residual -

116.345825195 

196.884506226 -.509670638 37.783327617 5701 

Std. Predicted Value -.900 5.211 .000 1.000 5701 

Std. Residual -3.079 5.210 -.013 1.000 5701 

a. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 
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Appendix E: Regression Results Model 2 

Descriptive Statistics
b
 

 
Mean

a
 

Root Mean 

Square N 

Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 100.90122443 116.743142336 5700 

Estimated 112.41541 124.557207 5700 

Rounded Final Load 

(CHEP) 

21.460660 24.2058383 5700 

a. The observed mean is printed 

b. Coefficients have been calculated through the origin. 

 

Correlations
a
 

 
Allocation IR1 

(kg CO2) Estimated 

Rounded Final 

Load (CHEP) 

Std. Cross-product Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 1.000 .909 .881 

Estimated .909 1.000 .780 

Rounded Final Load 

(CHEP) 

.881 .780 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) . .000 .000 

Estimated .000 . .000 

Rounded Final Load 

(CHEP) 

.000 .000 . 

N Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 5700 5700 5700 

Estimated 5700 5700 5700 
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Rounded Final Load 

(CHEP) 

5700 5700 5700 

a. Coefficients have been calculated through the origin. 

 

Variables Entered/Removed
b,c

 

Model 

Variables 

Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 Rounded Final 

Load (CHEP), 

Estimated 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

c. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

Model Summary
c,d

 

Model R R Square
b
 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .949
a
 .901 .901 36.733562991 

Model Summary
c,d

 

Model 

Change Statistics 

Durbin-Watson 

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change 

1 .901 25937.012 2 5698 .000 .903 
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a. Predictors: Rounded Final Load (CHEP), Estimated 

b. For regression through the origin (the no-intercept model), R Square measures the proportion of the 

variability in the dependent variable about the origin explained by regression. This CANNOT be compared to R 

Square for models which include an intercept. 

c. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

d. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

ANOVA
c,d

 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 69996456.515 2 34998228.257 25937.012 .000
a
 

Residual 7688622.796 5698 1349.355   

Total 77685079.311
b
 5700    

a. Predictors: Rounded Final Load (CHEP), Estimated 

b. This total sum of squares is not corrected for the constant because the constant is zero for 

regression through the origin. 

c. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

d. Linear Regression through the Origin 
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Coefficients
a,b

 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

B Std. Error 

1 Estimated .530 .006 

Rounded Final Load 

(CHEP) 

2.118 .032 

oefficients
a,b

 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B 

Beta Lower Bound 

1 Estimated .566 84.970 .000 .518 

Rounded Final Load 

(CHEP) 

.439 65.937 .000 2.055 

Coefficients
a,b

 

Model 

95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B Correlations 

Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part 

1 Estimated .543 .909 .748 .354 

Rounded Final Load 

(CHEP) 

2.181 .881 .658 .275 
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Coefficients
a,b

 

Model 

Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

1 Estimated .391 2.554 

Rounded Final Load 

(CHEP) 

.391 2.554 

 

a. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

Collinearity Diagnostics
a,b

 

Model Dimension Eigenvalue Condition Index 

Variance Proportions 

Estimated 

Rounded Final 

Load (CHEP) 

1 1 1.780 1.000 .11 .11 

2 .220 2.845 .89 .89 

a. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 
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Casewise Diagnostics
a,b

 

Case Number Std. Residual 

Allocation IR1 

(kg CO2) Predicted Value Residual 

1890 3.322 189.976384 67.94798651 122.028397740 

2376 3.193 185.596999 68.29680365 117.300195023 

2898 3.102 253.553193 139.58820735 113.964985550 

3385 4.661 287.003786 115.77497269 171.228812978 

3510 4.271 296.431995 139.53884207 156.893152722 

3623 4.955 303.236153 121.21226870 182.023884551 

3754 3.452 274.991359 148.17245645 126.818902092 

3755 3.452 274.991359 148.17245645 126.818902092 

3756 3.677 283.251589 148.17245645 135.079132172 

3858 3.192 282.615380 165.38008729 117.235292245 

3904 3.096 261.886033 148.17245645 113.713576509 

3943 5.145 365.507577 176.50877344 188.998803487 

3977 3.115 250.769247 136.33188238 114.437364212 

3998 4.353 281.354954 121.45376149 159.901192872 

3999 3.014 282.969268 172.27234801 110.696920126 

4000 4.233 284.686260 129.20642001 155.479840072 

4001 3.292 297.438917 176.50877344 120.930143925 

4002 3.673 311.424530 176.50877344 134.915756798 

4003 3.987 322.953419 176.50877344 146.444645781 

4018 3.148 279.423188 163.78412686 115.639061117 
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4184 3.677 283.251589 148.17245645 135.079132172 

4317 3.368 292.147989 168.42572101 123.722267649 

4318 3.368 292.147989 168.42572101 123.722267649 

4319 4.229 323.783620 168.42572101 155.357898962 

4320 4.229 323.783620 168.42572101 155.357898962 

4321 4.265 325.105255 168.42572101 156.679533921 

4322 4.438 331.454750 168.42572101 163.029028848 

4340 3.492 276.431081 148.17245645 128.258624613 

4607 3.313 216.264805 94.55223030 121.712574756 

4773 3.816 327.243672 187.07622454 140.167447042 

4776 4.517 373.474812 207.53711954 165.937692857 

4932 5.254 351.682942 158.68748497 192.995457319 

4939 3.448 274.846572 148.17245645 126.674115289 

4964 3.081 279.747774 166.56537007 113.182403727 

5184 3.082 289.705911 176.50877344 113.197137304 

5201 3.981 310.002926 163.78412686 146.218799636 

5203 3.046 273.767255 161.88907801 111.878177461 

5299 6.079 430.828940 207.53711954 223.291820778 

5305 6.101 432.035206 207.94027515 224.094930970 

5366 6.866 502.132775 249.90559099 252.227183721 

5398 3.332 308.619068 186.22893946 122.390128872 

5514 3.353 356.142781 232.97124662 123.171534386 
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5515 3.031 318.876390 207.53711954 111.339270803 

5576 3.597 321.541019 189.42694531 132.114073482 

5684 3.040 301.085900 189.42694531 111.658955127 

a. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

Residuals Statistics
a,b

 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value 8.48016834 250.82383728 105.09100790 35.159309185 5700 

Residual -89.543357849 252.227188110 -4.189783467 36.490553762 5700 

Std. Predicted Value -2.748 4.145 .000 1.000 5700 

Std. Residual -2.438 6.866 -.114 .993 5700 

a. Dependent Variable: Allocation IR1 (kg CO2) 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 
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